18 Bells Road,
Stornoway, HS1 2RA
www.opuscarpentry.co.uk
Email: kitchens.opuscarpentry@gmail.com

Tel: 07774 149 563

Harris Tweed direct from
The Shawbost Mill

Kitchen
Design, supply
& Installation
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25 North Beach Street, Stornoway, HS1 2QX
www.harristweedhebrides.com
t: 01851 700 046
e: retail@harristweedhebrides.com

50
HOUSE
HANDED
OVER
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AUTOPARTS
Island Road, Stornoway HS1 2RD
T: 01851 706939
E: sales@aps-direct.co.uk
W: www.autoparts-stornoway.com
Monday to Friday 8am - 5.30pm
Saturday 9am - 5pm

FIND US ON FACEBOOK

20 Bells Road
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OPENING HOURS Mon - Fri 8am-5.30pm Saturday 9am-5pm

www.hic-stornoway.com

Angus Clinton

THE WESTERN ISLES
PREMIER PARTS RETAILER

WINDOWS LTD

Rigs Road Stornoway Isle of Lewis HS1 2RF
Tel: 01851 705919 Fax: 01851 704743
Email: a.clinton@btconnect.com

:ɰɸɗʝɃʑɠlʬʬʖɚ3ʢɔɇHɡ
ʃʕUʝXɳKʝXɢ)ɰʍʢXʋʢɨ

Hormann
Garage
Doors

3 Cash Prizes EVERY Saturday
PLUS Monthly BONUS Prizes

LAMINATED PINE,
LARGE STOCK,
VARIOUS SIZES

-ʝʖɚ :ʖɚ 6ʦʠSɛԭ

www.westernisleslottery.co.uk
Ticket Line 0300 30 20 444

7 James Street, Stornoway HS1 2QN

The Credit Union
for the Highlands
& Islands

he fiftieth house in the Goathill
Farm
development
being
constructed by Stornoway-based
O’Mac Construction Ltd was handed
over on Monday January 24.

website: www.hi-scot.com
email: info@hi-scot.com
tel: 01851 701865

And progress carried on rapidly on
the site during the following week with
the removal of the site’s temporary
storage shed - which enabled materials
to be stored on site - and the start of
preparations for the construction of the
final few houses in Phase 3.

T

It’s expected that all the homes in
the final phase will be completed up
to roof level by the end of March with
the final handover of the completed
homes by mid-September.

RMk

G^Ú[]gh]faf_`gmjkYj]fgo
1Yelg*he$Egf\Yqlg>ja\Yq

t: 01851 704949

www.rmkgroup.co.uk

Insurance
e•Services

Brokers
nagement
• Business & Personal
There is also extensive landscaping
ADVICE
Safety
and planting of community open space
•
Excellent
Service
to be done, including the construction
TRUST
YOU CAN

of paths and mini play areas.

Photographs from
O’Mac Construction

Mann Judd Gordon

• METAL RECYCLING

Are you ready for MTD
for VAT from April 2022?

2a Rigs Road, Stornoway, HS1 2RF
Tel: 01851 705155
Email: info@angusmaciver.co.uk

YOU CAN

TRUST

/RRNLQJIRUDORFDOÀQDQFLDODGYLVHU
WRKHOSZLWK\RXUUHWLUHPHQWSODQQLQJ"

SKIP HIRE

Open/closed skips

ADVICE

Ɣ Chartered Accountants
Ɣ Registered Auditors
Ɣ Business Advisers

If not, please get in touch on

Tel: 01851 702335

My name is Frazer Mackenzie
from Highlands & Islands
Financial Advice Ltd located
on the Isle of Lewis. If you’re
approaching retirement or
still have some way to go, and don’t already
KDYHD¿QDQFLDODGYLVHU,FDQKHOS

*LYHPHDFDOORQ

:HEZZZPDQGJZHDOWKFRP
KLJKODQGVDQGLVODQGVÀQDQFLDODGYLFH
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Thinking
about
Fostering?
At Comhairle nan Eilean Siar
we are looking for foster carers to meet
the needs of those children who are
unable to live with their birth families

If you want more information then
please contact us on 01851 705080
email: fosteringandadoption@cne-siar.gov.uk

We are waiting to hear from you
We are also looking for Supported
Lodging providers in the near future

Friends of The Nicolson

www.hebevents.com

HTH goes
worldwide
for sales

03/02/22 - 02/03/22

First time
in the ring
for Grace

Page 5

Page 8

Please contact us
if you need support,
information or advice.
MARION MACINNES
ELLIE DONNELLY
(LOCALITY
LEADER)
(DEMENTIA
ADVISOR)
ELLIE
DONNELLY
(DEMENTIA
ADVISOR)
07771925730
07500 762041
07500 762041 edonnelly@alzscot.org
mmacinnes@alzscot.org
edonnelly@alzscot.org

Free 24 Hour Dementia Helpline 0808 808 3000
Free 24
Hour
Dementia
0808soon.
808 3000
Keep
safe!
We hopeHelpline
to see you
Keep safe! We hope to see you soon.

Point club
takes over
Knock Hall
Page 15

www.justgiving.com/fundraising/alzheimer-scotland-western-isles-locality
HOW TO DONATE: www.justgiving.com/fundraising/marion-macinnes5
HOW TO DONATE: www justgiving com/fundraising/marion macinnes5

PUBLIC NOTICES

A charitable trust to assist pupils of The Nicolson Institute

Find out how you can help advance the next
generation of Nicolson pupils at www.fotn.org.uk

Alasdair Allan MSP/BPA
Surgery Notice

Lewis & Harris
Horticultural Producers

MILL OPERATIVES REQUIRED
ƉƉůŝĐĂƟŽŶƐ ĂƌĞ ŝŶǀŝƚĞĚ ĨŽƌ ƚǁŽ ƉŽƐŝƟŽŶƐ ŝŶ
ŽƵƌƚĞĂŵǁŝƚŚŝŶƚŚĞŵŝůůŝŶ^ƚŽƌŶŽǁĂǇ͘
ŽŵƉĞƟƟǀĞƌĂƚĞƐŽĨƉĂǇŐŝǀĞŶ͘

Trainee Dyehouse Assistant

The LHHP would like to thank the customers of our
weekly market stall every Saturday at Perceval Square
for their continued loyalty in 2021.
We aim to start again in April with bedding plants,
fresh local produce and crafts.

AGM:
Our AGM will take place on Friday the 18th of March
at 19.00 via Zoom. Please email us for the link.

&ƵůůdŝŵĞʹdƌĂŝŶŝŶŐǁŝůůďĞŐŝǀĞŶ͘
In light of Scottish and UK Government guidance regarding the
&29,'SDQGHPLFP\FRQVWLWXHQF\RIÀFHLVFXUUHQWO\FORVHG
My staff and I are still working, although, in line with the current
guidance, we are doing so from home.
I can still be contacted via www.alasdairallan.scot as
well as by telephone or email as detailed below.

Telephone: 01851 700 357
Email: alasdair.allan.msp@parliament.scot

Experienced Darners
&ƵůůƟŵĞŽƌ&ůĞǆŝďůĞ͘

PRODUCE SHOW:
We will have a bigger (and better) Produce Show and
Competition on Saturday the 20th of August 2022.
Save the date! More information will be provided in
due course.

WůĞĂƐĞĐŽŶƚĂĐƚ
nichola@harristweedstornoway.com
ĨŽƌŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƟŽŶ͘

For more information, please contact
LHHPSY@GMAIL.COM
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/LHHPSY
Instagram: @lewisandharrishorticultural

www.alasdairallan.scot
HOW TO CONTACT US
Editor: Fred Silver
fred@hebevents.com
Design and layout: Andrew Jeffries
info@hebevents.com
Advertising: advertising@hebevents.com
Accounts and invoice queries:
accounts@intermediaservicesstornoway.co.uk
Annie Delin, senior correspondent (Lewis and
Harris): annie@welovestornoway.com
Writers: Katie Macleod, Taylor Edgar
General enquiries: info@welovestornoway.com
Tel: 01851 705743

NEXT EDITION: The deadline for information and advertising submissions is
Tuesday February 22. The newspaper is published on Thursday March 3.

EVENTS is published by Intermedia Services (Stornoway) Church House, 16 James Street, Stornoway HS1 2QN Tel: 01851 705743
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Sharing out the distillery gains
By Taylor Edgar

N

orth Uist Distillery is toasting 2022 by making all ten of
their employees into shareholders in the company.

The distillery has earned a reputation for being a progressive and
forward-looking company. But now it is taking things even further by
giving everyone a stake in the business.
The Nunton-based distillery, a venture created on their home
island in 2019 by Kate Macdonald and Jonny Ingledew, feels the
move will encourage their team to have ownership of the business
and to work collaboratively.
Co-founder Kate said: “From day one it has been important for
us as a business to work towards creating sustainable jobs for our
islands and to be the best employers we could be.
“That is why every member of the team is now ofﬁcially a
shareholder in North Uist Distillery, and the sense of genuine
investment and collaboration that we foresaw when we started the
company is a reality. “
However, a share in the business is far from the only employee

beneﬁt on offer. Employees have the option of working ﬂexible hours,
an individual training budget to learn and grow, and a gin allowance.
There’s no denying that North Uist Distillery is keeping a close eye
on the future and moving with the times.
Last year, the distillery acquired its historic premises at Nunton
Steadings on Benbecula and in May that year opened their Downpour
Shop and a tasting room later in the season. They also bagged two
Great Taste Awards.
Currently, distilling and bottling of their signature Downpour Gin
is to continue at their original site in Bayhead, North Uist. But the
intention is to move all their production to Nunton Steadings.
And it’s not just the gin market they have set their sights on.
Recently, North Uist Distillery were successful in securing investment
to purchase whisky-making equipment. Production is slated to begin
in mid-2023, with advanced cask sales about to launch soon.
And also tentatively in the pipeline is a small bar alongside the
Everyone at the distillery looks to be in for another busy year as
this summer they will be running an increased number of tours and shop where people can enjoy a Downpour G&T on-site as tasting
tastings at Nunton Steadings. On top of that, the Downpour Shop is sessions tend to sell out quickly. So walk-in visitors will be able to
taste and learn more about the distillery’s products.
now open all year round.

The Comhairle
has one unit
to let within
7 James
Street:

CARVERY
NOW OPEN!

,I FRRNLQJ LV WKH ODVW WKLQJ RQ \RXU
PLQG WKHQ SRS GRZQ WR HOHYHQ DQG
FKRRVH IURP D VHOHFWLRQ RI

&DUYHU\ 5RDVWV  +RW 'LVKHV 
6DODGV  6RXSV  'HVVHUWV

Unit 4

OPEN

;OPZNYV\UKÅVVY
unit is approximately
100m2 with a rental
cost of £6,400
per annum.

MON - SAT
12 N OON - 2 .3 0PM & 5PM - 9PM

SUNDAY
12 N OON - 4PM & 5 PM - 9PM
(A LA C ARTE A VA IL A BL E 12 N O O N - 9 PM D A IL Y)

Z Z Z FDODG KL QQFRXN

food and
coffee, with
or without
a walk

Castle Grounds

on

The Woodlands

ath

Open
all day…

ly

T H E C ALADH IN N IS ADHERI NG TO S CO TTI S H GO VERNMENT CO VI D-19 GUI DELI NES

otp

For more information on this property, or to book a
]PL^PUNWSLHZLJVU[HJ[[OL)\ZPULZZ.H[L^H`VMÄJLVU
01851 822775 or businessgateway@cne-siar.gov.uk.

C A LL US ON 01 85 1 7 027 4 0
T O B O OK YOUR TABLE TODAY!

fo

THE CLOSING DATE FOR EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST IS FRIDAY 25 FEBRUARY 2022 AT 5PM.

Centre

Winter hours: Monday to Saturday 9.30 to 3.30pm
Photograph courtesy of Colin Cameron

A Stornoway Trust Enterprise

Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright 2016
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SHOPPING IN OUR COMMUNITIES
John Morrison,

Lochs Services Ltd

Main Street, Tarbert

Fuel, Groceries and Café

Newsagents - Grocers - Quality home-baking
fresh fruit and vegetables, greetings cards
Free deliveries in Tarbert

01859 502319
2SHQDPSP0RQGD\6DWXUGD\

(9(176DYDLODEOHKHUH

Stornoway

Christian Bookshop

TONG CROSSROADS, TONG HS2 0HJ

Cameron Terrace, Leurbost, HS2 9PE

10% Off Sirdar & Hayfield
yarn until the end of February

Tel: 01851 860377

Find us on Facebook or call 01851 701445
or WhatsApp 07479613145
OPEN Mon, Tue, Thu, Fri, Sat 2pm-5.30pm

30 Kenneth Street, Stornoway | 01851 703334

Blessings
Christian Books, Bibles,
fo
Cards, Gifts, and Plaques Yearr tthe New
o all our
Psalm 119:105
customer
s
GIFT VOUCHERS AND BOOK TOKENS IN STORE

Check out our website:
www.stornowaychristianbookshop.co.uk

OPENING HOURS 10am-1pm 2pm-4.30pm Mon - Sat

The Harris
Tweed
Hebrides
Mill Shop

25 North Beach Street, Stornoway HS1 2XQ

Tel: 01851 700046

<kZ_mlZg]`b_mlPb]^kZg`^h__k^la_hh]l
g^pliZi^klZg]fZ`Zsbg^l
I^mkheZg]=b^l^e_n^eZoZbeZ[e^<Zehk`Zl

-RKQ0DKHU3KRWRJUDSK\([KLELWLRQ
$Q&ODFKDQ/HYHUEXUJK,VOHRI+DUULV+676

Free-to-use cash machine
HgklG^Ú[]k]jna[]k
Public toilet with baby-changing facilities
Wide range of groceries, fruit and vegetables
Health foods and pharmaceuticals

Opening hours:
Monday-Saturday: 9am-5pm Sunday: CLOSED

e: info@buth-an-rubha.co.uk t: 01851 870713

x Hot and cold snacks x
x Italian coffees x Convenience store x
x Fresh and frozen produce x
OPENING HOURS
Shop: 9am-8pm
Cafe: 9am-5pm
Both closed Sunday

Uig Community Shop, Timsgarry, Uig, HS2 9JD Tel: 01851 672444
EVENTS AVAILABLE HERE

THE BALTIC
BOOKSHOP
Roderick Smith Ltd,
8-10 Cromwell Street,
Stornoway HS1 2DA

www.facebook.com/buthanrubha

The freshest fruit and vegetables …from near and far

Stall in Perceval Square

on FRIDAYS from 8am till 2pm
Please get in touch for more details
theveggiebox@hotmail.co.uk or tel: 07810 603188

Tel: 01851 702082
balticbookshop@rsmiths.co.uk

THE

ISLAND SPIRIT
WHISKY SHOP

Specialist Scotch Whiskies, craft
gins, vodkas and rums and gifts

07555697540
@islandspiritwhisky

• Harris Tweed Store • Harris Tweed Jackets
• Harris Tweed Shoes • Harris Tweed Bags & Gifts
Stornoway
We are
here

Tarbert
Village
Ferry

7HO
+DUULV0LOOHQQLXP7DSHVWU\([KLELWLRQ

=N=FLKYnYadYZd]`]j]

Fuel available out-of-hours with auto-payment
by credit or debit cards 7 days per week.
Eating area - hot drinks machine + microwave
your own snacks

www.harristweedhebrides.com
retail@harristweedhebrides.com

CPENCEJCP

UIG COMMUNITY SHOP
AND FILLING STATION
Launderette - self service or service wash

The Veggie Box
Harris Tweed
direct from The
Shawbost Mill

Open: Monday-Saturday 6.30am-9pm

Leverburgh

Caberfeidh, Tarbert, Isle of Harris,
Western Isles, HS3 3DJ
Tel: 01859 502040/
01859 502505
Open: Mon-Sat 9am - 5.30pm
info@harristweedisleofharris.co.uk
www.harristweedisleofharris.co.uk

To advertise
in these
pages call
07867 861090

03/02/22 - 02/03/22
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Brian Wilson with Paul Walker of Walker Slater and Catriona Graham, HM Consul General in Milan
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Mark Hogarth in full tweed splendour

Back in the picture…
HTH goes worldwide for sales
H

arris Tweed Hebrides was strutting the
world stage again in January, bringing
news of this unique Hebridean product to the
fashionistas of Italy and beyond.

HTH Chairman Brian Wilson said on Facebook
on Sunday January 16 that it was: “good to be on
the road again for Harris Tweed Hebrides at Pitti
Uomo in Florence, the leading menswear show
of the year and a place to meet and learn, with
our Creative Director, Mark Hogarth.
“Great to catch up with Catriona Graham,
British Consul General in Milan, originally
from Edinburgh and an active supporter of our
industry.

“Always good to see creative, innovative uses
by top fashion brands of the fabric that starts life
in island looms sheds.”
And he concluded it is: “More important than
ever to be taking the sustainable Harris Tweed
message to the world!”
Mark Hogarth said later on LinkedIn that the
Pitti Uomo 101 menswear trade fair may not
have had the pomp and ceremony of its prepandemic heyday but there was the foundation
of a very strong show.
“Most brands that were there (including
those showing fabric by Harris Tweed Hebrides)
reported relatively good orders against the

much-reduced footfall. More importantly there
was a strong feeling of resilience and celebration
as many of the menswear faculty were together
again for the first time in two years.
“Fashion is primarily about functionality
- we wear clothes to stay warm but beyond
that it provides art, beauty and escapism. The
Menswear Mecca that is Pitti Uomo showcases
the craft and graft of some of the finest brands in
the world and the fabrics like Harris Tweed that
are their DNA. ‘The show must go on’ was the
mantra, it did, and the positives far outweighed
the negatives as the soft winter sun caste a
unique light on the Fortezza de Basso and the
picturesque piazzas beyond its walls.”

Harris Tweed chief leads luxury world
T

provenance and authenticity as a luxury fabric
supplier.”

he Sales Director of Shawbost-based Harris
Tweed Hebrides, Margaret Ann Macleod,
named during January as one of the 50 Most
Influential People in British Luxury and one of
four custodians of craftsmanship and tradition.

Margaret Ann is seen as one of four Custodians
- Champions of British-made: advocates of
protecting craftsmanship and fighting to keep
important jobs and skills alive.

The Walpole Power List celebrates the
inspirational individuals within member brands
who, despite enormous challenges throughout the
past two years, have continued to steer the sector
to success, the group says.
Walpole is the official sector body for UK
luxury. Founded in 1992 as a not-for-profit
organisation, it counts more than 250 British
brands in its membership and is recognised in both
Westminster and Brussels. As the voice of British
luxury, Walpole’s purpose is to promote, protect
and develop a sector worth £48 billion to the UK
economy, and destined to become a world leader
in sustainability.
Helen Brocklebank, CEO of Walpole said: “As
we emerge from another challenging year, all
but one that our members have weathered with
creativity and great stamina, it is a complete joy
to recognise the talent of the people working
tirelessly to further British luxury, applying their
ingenuity, entrepreneurship and sheer graft to
making the sector better, more beautiful, more

• Ruth & Charles Simpson, Co-Founders,
Simpsons’ Wine Estate
• Margaret A. Macleod, Sales Director, Harris
Tweed Hebrides
• Sean Clayton, Managing Director, Peter Reed
• Victoria Houghton, CEO, Hamilton & Inches

resilient and even more alluring to an affluent,
discerning customer”
The creation of HTH is credited with the revival
of the Harris Tweed industry and survival and
addition of hundreds of island jobs over the past
15 years.
As Walpole explains to the world, “Every metre
of Harris Tweed® fabric is created from 100%

pure new British farmed wool, using only yarn
manufactured by the company to supply the island
network of home-based handweavers, all located
in the Outer Hebrides of Scotland.
“A sustainable rural industry steeped in woollen
textiles skills, Margaret is passionate about
preserving textile traditions while investing for the
future of the business, always maintaining true

Appointed Brand Director with Harris Tweed
Hebrides in 2013, and Sales Director in 2018,
Margaret Ann previously worked in the textiles
sector for various companies including Johnstons
of Elgin and Arcadia.
Born and brought up in Carloway, and a Gaelic
speaker, Margaret Ann returned to the island 17
years ago and worked for Highlands & Islands
Enterprise as head of regional development. She
also chairs the HI-Scot Credit Union, the largest
credit union operating across the Highlands and
Islands and is a board member at Stornoway Port
Authority.
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Crofting
Services

6$& $JULFXOWXUDO  &RQVHUYDWLRQ &RQVXOWDQWV FRPELQH ORFDO NQRZOHGJH ZLWK
H[WHQVLYH H[SHULHQFH DQG DUH VXSSRUWHG E\ RXU WHDP RI UHQRZQHG VSHFLDOLVWV
:HFDQDVVLVWFURIWHUVZLWKEXVLQHVVDGYLFHRQDUDQJHRIWRSLFVWRLPSURYHSURÀWDELOLW\

&RQWDFW\RXUORFDO6$&RI¿FH
/HDGLQJWKHZD\LQ$JULFXOWXUHDQG5XUDO5HVHDUFK(GXFDWLRQDQG&RQVXOWLQJ

CROFTING NEWS AND VIEWS FEBRUARY 2022

FebEWEary – it’s all in the
preparation – A midwinter MOT
W

ell, that’s January done and dusted. If you are anything
like me, you half wonder where the time is going, and
lambing is almost around the corner. Here in the Outer Hebrides
the scanner will be appearing this month but indications from
the mainland is that a good autumn growth of grass and mild
weather has left ewes in good condition at tupping and a high
number of multiples have been recorded on crofts and farms.

Photograph by Sophie Vaudoux-Lochrie

No doubt this dreich weather and the ever-present winter gales
will knock the stock. So, we had better get planning. An assessment
of ewes is of great benefit currently. If stock is being scanned it is a
good time to review the ewe’s body condition. Lean ewes may be
suffering the effects of a heavy fluke burden due to the excessively
wet ground harbouring fluke. If fluke is apparent, dose ewes with an
appropriate flukicide gauging dosage to the weight of the heaviest
ewe in the group. This saves over handling in late pregnancy when
treatment may be too late and the ewe (and the crofter) more delicate.
Look out for lameness. This can impair the sheep from coming
to the feed and condition can go downhill quickly. The current wet
conditions and the lack of a spell of frosty weather to firm up the
ground will certainly affect the ewes as they congregate round troughs
or ring feeders where the ground becomes poached quickly. Carrying
out treatment and with careful handling ewes quickly recover.
Severe under-nutrition sometimes occurs in hill ewes due to weather
and can have effects on the foetus affecting lifetime productivity and
reaction to stress. They can also reduce lamb survival through reduced
birth weight and vigour, although this is generally more a reflection of
later pregnancy feeding. There is evidence hill sheep are adapted to
these stresses compared to lowland sheep.
The critical 6-8 weeks pre-lambing requires an introduction of a
concentrate with a minimum 16% protein level. When purchasing
feeds look at the label and you will be able to gauge the balance of
the ration. Ewes should be put on to a rising plane of feed levelling
out at 450g (1lb) for singles and 550g approximately for multiples.
If you have a small flock, it is not always easy to separate ewes into
their lambing groups so a more steady level of feeding may work
better. Access to nutritional feed blocks can allow free access to
minerals and nutrients and clean quality hay can fill up the ewe and
provide the necessary roughage the ewe is looking for.
If you had issues at tupping that extended the period of service,
consider holding off feeding at the same measure as ewes that
are lambing earlier. If ewes missed the cycle (17days) and were
served almost 3 weeks after, feeding them a rising quantity of feed
at the same as early lambers may result in a very large foetus and
complications for the ewe at lambing. The ewes pregnancy lasts 147
days from the date of tupping. It is not to say they can’t come early
but a rule of thumb would be to add 5 months to the date and take
4-5 days off that date.

A recent report on the sheep market gave a very encouraging
outlook from current market analysis.

annual peaks e.g. religious festivals. Looking at dates for 2022 key
dates are as follows:
Ramadan (fasting)
Eid al-Fitr (end of Ramadan)
Easter
Eid al-Adha (Qurbani)

GROWTH IN THE SECTOR
The EU published their medium-term outlook for the period
between 2021 and 2031 in December, which shows a forecast
of the sheep sector growing over the 10 year period by 1.4% per
year, generally due to a growing population and increasing income
in the population. While we are no longer part of the EU, and our
export volumes have dipped, this trend should be similar to the UK,
in that domestic customers are also varying the type of meat they
are cooking with, which is increasing the consumption of lamb, as
well as a changing population, including religious traditions and
migration.

Looking at the store lamb trade, and the strength in price for light
lambs, shows there is great confidence in the late season lamb trade
being at a premium. Looking at market trends, having both Ramadan
and Easter landing over April further supports this thinking. AHDB
data shows that during the whole of 2021 the UK lamb kill stood at
11.7 million head, this is the second lowest level since 1979, with
2001 being the other. With a shortage of product and a growing
market, this all signals to a good late season lamb trade.

The report also highlights how the story of sustainability
(environmental, economic and social) will start to influence the
market and what meat the consumer purchases on their weekly
shop. With more attention being put on the production process,
the origin and health benefits of the meat. All of which UK lamb
can score highly. The alternative “meats”, such as plant based and
lab made meat, are forecast to grow, but with plant based protein
currently only holding 1% of the market share, this growth will be
small in this term.

The cull ewe trade is also worth mentioning here, with tight
supplies and demand from both export and domestic traders being
strong is driving this phenomenal price. The ewe price showing an
average of £95.32 for the week ending 15/01/22, compared to the
same week last year of £85.55, demonstrates this £10/head premium.
With many commercial flocks now starting to scan this year’s lamb
crop, the throughput to the live ring will increase as barren ewes are
sold, which will take the edge of this market in the short term.
Look at our Farm Advisory page for lots of interesting online
training events - www.fas.scot/events/

PEAKS AND TROUGHS
With the above in mind, shows that sheep meat is forecast to have
good demand in the following decade, meaning it shouldn’t fluctuate
in price too severely. However seasonal demand will remain at certain

RESEARCH
PROVEN

2nd April – 1st May
2nd – 3rd May
17th April
9th July

Iain M Macmillan
Senior Agricultural Consultant, SRUC, Stornoway

EXTRA HIGH ENERGY
THE PERFECT PARTNER
FOR LAMBING.



+44 016973
973 325
32592
2592
25
92

iinfo@crystalyx-global.com
nfo@
nf
o@cr
crys
ysta
taly
lyxx glob
obal
al.c
com

Fin
Fi
Find
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Scottish Crofting Federation

Plagues of geese and dogs set crofting life on edge

Join the SCF

Membership of the Scottish Crofting Federation
is an investment in the future of crofting.
Your support will strengthen the voice
of crofters & crofting communities

By Patrick Krause

T

he threat of the exploding Greylag goose
population to biodiversity on Uist is sharply
in focus following COP26. A crofter and member
of the Uist Goose Management Group summed
it up well for us recently and I paraphrase.
The type of machair cultivation and cropping
carried out on Uist has high biodiversity value and,
with the exception of Tiree on a smaller scale, is
almost unique. This is one of the few sanctuaries
for traditional crop varieties to seed, as well as
rare wild plant, bird and insect life to flourish.
Large quantities of storm-cast seaweed are heaped
on foreshores up and down the islands ready to
be spread and ploughed into the sandy soil of
the machair, not only providing fertiliser and soil
binder, but also trapping carbon into the soil. And,
as you may know, maintaining and improving soil
health as well as increasing biodiversity, have been
major themes discussed at COP26 in Glasgow.

unaware that the hill and heath on which they walk
is the workplace of crofters.
In most of the cases where a crofter or community
have had to resort to signage it is because of increasing
problems by irresponsible access takers. Education
must be one of the ways forward, and the Outdoor
Access team are in a position to help with better
awareness of the problems. But, as yet, there is not
much evidence of the proposed better and informed
relationship with the land managing community.
A crofter put it well to me: “Dogs running
bounding, barking and baring their teeth, scaring
folk and causing a general nuisance. Wildlife being
disturbed, dogs causing distress to cattle, sheep,
ponies and domestic poultry, are very serious issues.
Even dog owners who are taking responsible access
being suddenly, confronted by free running dogs,
is unacceptable and dangerous. Respecting other
people and the countryside, the wildlife and grazing
livestock surely must be the very least we could expect
from people seeking access to our community.”

Registered in Scotland as a Limited Company No: SC218658
Recognised as Scottish Charity No: SC031919

www.crofting.org
ww
01599 530 005
hq@crofting.org

The ever-increasing numbers of resident greylag
geese pillage traditional corn seed as it grows and
will destroy standing crops if almost round the
clock surveillance is not kept. This seed cannot
be replaced from external sources, and we need
to ripen and harvest at least some of it for the
following year. Cattle usually graze the machair,
increasing biodiversity, but grass is being eaten or
totally spoiled by grazing geese.
The Uist Local Goose Management Group and
Scottish Crofting Federation have complained
incessantly about this menace and sought help to
cope. SNH used to fund a very successful ‘Adaptive
Management’ scheme, but the funding diminished.
We did then receive relatively small amounts of
funding from NatureScot to help finance shooting,
but this has now ceased too.
We believe it is not just the crofters who have a
stake in this. It is also the conservation bodies, the
Government, indeed all of us, who stand to benefit
from protecting our crops given the importance
of the biodiversity machair cultivation provides.
In view of discussions that have taken place in
Glasgow it is hard to believe that the trivial amount
of funding needed to protect biodiversity from the
geese has been cut off. Is all the exclaiming about
how important biodiversity is, just empty words?
A couple of weeks ago an initiative by the Scottish
Partnership Against Rural Crime to highlight the
problems of livestock suffering attack and distress
by unmanaged dogs, was launched. It is very
clear that even with increased signage put out by
crofters as advised, folk are not taking ‘responsible
access’ to the countryside. Some visitors seem to be

T: 01806 335577
E: info@polycrub.co.uk
www.polycrub.co.uk
Developed 13 years ago.
Great for growing, storage
or small livestock.
CAGS compliant.
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The crofting life for Isla
By Annie Delin

A

17-year-old crofter from Lewis features in a short film
highlighting how new entrants to crofting can find their
feet in the life they already love.

Isla Murray from Vatisker appears in the film, made by Scotland’s
Farming Advisory Service, as they highlight their support for new
entrants to farming in Scotland.
In the film, Isla explains how she has recently taken on a sublet of

a six-acre croft, where her 25 Scottish Blackface ewes and 15 ewe
hoggs are grazed. She also rents other grazing, found with the support
of SAC consulting, and uses common grazing land when she needs to.
Isla said: “I chose the blackie breed because they are hardy, which
is good for the island weather. At lambing time, they are up on their
feet within minutes and they are easy to handle, which is great for
beginner crofters.
“My short-term priorities are to refence the croft and to get a new barn,
which will help at lambing time and at other times throughout the year.

“Other than that, I am just looking to get everything as sustainable
as possible. Looking to the future, I am hoping to get a better tup and
I am also looking to increase the quality of my stock and to take on
more land, either by sub-letting or letting.
“I couldn’t recommend crofting highly enough – my grandfather
was a crofter, so carrying on the tradition of crofting is really
important to me as well.”
You can find out more about the new entrants to farming scheme
at https://www.fas.scot/rural-business/new-entrants/

Tackle rural
depopulation
T

he Scottish Crofting Federation says that
addressing causes of rural depopulation
has to come before a visa scheme for workers
from elsewhere.
The SCF said in mid-January that it supports the
Scottish Government’s letter to the UK Government
on a proposed visa scheme to encourage inmigration but points out that addressing the causes
of rural depopulation has to come first – and is in
the power of the Scottish Government to do.
“We support the idea of the proposed visa
scheme,” said Patrick Krause, chief executive of
the crofters’ federation, “and welcome anything
that encourages working people to come to live
in Scotland’s rural areas. But we question whether
enough is being done to address the things that
force our young people to leave, issues that
people coming in will face too.
“The list is long, unfortunately, but let’s look at a
few examples. Housing is in short supply and the
cost of houses is prohibitive. Only those who have
substantial capital behind them can compete on
the market, so inevitably young folk are excluded.
Houses are being bought as holiday or retirement
homes; is this the vision for the ‘Highland and
Islands, ‘the playground of Scotland’?
“Crofting is the backbone of most remote rural
communities”, continued Mr Krause. “This unique
regulated system is being destroyed by an open
market, compounded by a lack of regulation.
Crofts are being bought by individuals, and even
remotely based companies, wishing to exploit
them as holiday venues. Young people who want
to stay and croft cannot, so leave. Added to this,
island crofting is being forced out by wild geese,
populations of which are exploding under the
government policy to not control them.”
Mr Krause added, “We need help for small
businesses, as these are what drive local
economies. Yet the enterprise network was
dismantled, start-up grants withdrawn, and the
infrastructure businesses depend on – transport
and the internet – are a disgrace to a ‘developed’
country. Employment opportunities are restricted
for those trying to stay, let alone for in-coming folk.
“Yes, welcome to families and skilled people
who want to come and contribute to our rural
communities, but government has to make a
much more significant effort to address the longstanding problems first to make it practicable.”

Grace with the dogs Fly, Chance, and Ghost

Grace with Floppy and Freddie, last year’s lambs from
Grace’s pet ewe Meaban

First time in the ring for Grace

By Annie Delin

L

ast summer saw a first for young crofter
Grace Nicolson of Sheshader in Point. At
the age of 12, she was in the ring at Lewis and
Harris Auction Mart, making sure a pen of her
family’s blackface sheep showed off to good
advantage.
Buying and selling sheep is already second
nature to Grace, who is quite used to heading off to
the sale and coming back with woolly passengers
in the back of her grandad’s car. Actually, getting
into the auction ring to help sell just adds a new
skill to the growing list of tasks she can now do
for herself.
Grace is the latest generation of her family
to be something of a sheep nut. Mum Sine is a
paramedic and seldom comes home from a sale
without a new addition for the croft, while Papa
John Nicolson lives up the road and is very happy
to pass on his knowledge.

Grace can’t remember what age she was when
she first had sheep of her own. She said: “I had pet
lambs when I was wee, but the first sheep that was
mine was Dolisa. She was a present when I was
four. When she had her first lamb, I cleaned it up
after it was born, which was a bit disgusting, but it
was good to see that it was healthy.
“I got my first Rylands from a rare breed sale
in Aberdeen and got a ram as a present. I do tend
to get most of my sheep as presents, although last
year for my birthday I got a quad bike to help me
work the sheep.”
Also helping work the sheep are the family’s
seven collies, one of which is Grace’s own working
dog Chance. She said: “I got her when she was a
puppy and I can do her on the sheep now, together
with my mum’s older dog Fly. Ghost is new and
he’s going to be a hard one to train because he’s
deaf, but he’s keen.”
The family has the use of three or four

crofts, common grazing and occasional use of
neighbours’ crofts. Among the sheep they run
there, Grace lists blackfaces, Suffolks, Herdwicks,
Welshies, Hebrideans and Cheviots, many of them
rare breeds and all a source of hard work.
“My Suffolk ewe had twin lambs last year and
one’s a ram. The tup I had, I sold before Christmas,
but I think I’ll keep this one and see how he does.”
Grace is down to earth about crofting, and she’s
also realistic about how crofting and working lives
combine, having seen mum hard at work through
the pandemic. She said: “I want to do crofting as
a sideline and keep the generations going, but I
want to train as a paramedic, and I know that will
mean going away from the islands to get qualified.
“I’ll be home for the holidays though, and
hopefully mum will look after my sheep when I
am away. I always want to have sheep. There’s not
that many people at school who are into crofting
but, as far as I’m concerned, it’s the best.”
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New Agroecology learning programme
F

ood campaigners and farming organisations have come
together to support a unique agroecology learning
programme led by farmers and crofters in Scotland.
Funded by the Scottish Government’s Knowledge and Innovation
Fund, The Landworkers’ Alliance, Nature Friendly Farming Network,
Pasture-Fed Livestock Association, Soil Association, The Food,
Farming & Countryside Commission (FFCC) and Nourish Scotland
will be facilitating 15 free events, online and in-person on farms and
crofts, through January to March.
Farming and crofting faces a period of transition in adopting
systems and practices that help tackle both biodiversity breakdown
and the climate emergency, and this unique partnership seeks to
showcase how farmers and crofters can lead the way.
“At its core, agroecology is about the application of ecological
principles to farming and land use,” says David McKay, Head of
Policy at Soil Association.
“It ensures that land is managed in a way that delivers environmental
benefits such as improved biodiversity, soil health, clean water and
fresh air. On a practical level, this could mean the use of techniques
such as nutrient cycling, ecological pest control and agroforestry.”
The potential of agroecology as a useful framework for furthering
agricultural sustainability is gaining recognition and support, both
among farmers and crofters, and within the wider industry.
Lucianne Wardle, Scotland Inquiry Facilitator at the Food, Farming
and Countryside Commission, says: “Agroecology and its regenerative
practices present pathways for all Scottish farmers, growers, crofters
and land managers to be a force for change, delivering for the
nation on food security, climate adaptation and mitigation and for a
flourishing natural environment, and as the backbone of thriving and
resilient local economies.”
In support of growing awareness around agroecology’s benefits,

Photograph by Lynn Cassells

this project is designed to help a wide range of farmers and
crofters in sharing practical knowledge, from those already using
agroecological approaches to those who are new to the concept and
keen to learn more.
Nikki Yoxall, Research Coordinator at Pasture for Life Association,
says: “We know that farmers and crofters really value seeing new
ideas in practice, so we want to help explore new ways of doing
things by showcasing the successes and learning experiences of
others. There are lots of farmers and crofters in Scotland already well

Federation encourages
crofters to complete census
F

ollowing the issue of Crofting Commission letters to crofters
reminding them to complete the annual census on-line, the
Scottish Crofting Federation (SCF) issued some guidance for offline crofters.
Chair of the SCF, Donald MacKinnon said, “This is the first year
that paper census forms will not be sent out, which makes sense
as we move away from wasteful paper processes. Crofters are
being asked to submit their information electronically, either on a
computer or a smart phone, but this excludes many ‘off-line’ crofters
who don’t use digital technology.
“However, the census is very short so asking a family member or friend
to help is no great ask, and the commission has set up a helpline so you
can phone on 01463 663439 and give the information asked for. The

phone number is at the top of the letter.”

down the agroecological path, so connecting them with others is a
really powerful way to help establish a supportive community.”
This project is part of wider collaborative work amongst partner
organisations which aims to further the uptake of agroecological
practices in Scotland, build an evidence base for the value of
agroecology and support policy reform.
If you’re interested in getting involved, contact Kirsty Tait at the
Nature Friendly Farming Network kirsty.tait@nffn.org.uk

Two stand in Crofting
Commission poll
T

he nominees have been announced for this year’s Crofting
Commission elections.

On Monday 31 January the Returning Officer published the list of
Mr MacKinnon added, “The census is an important means for the
candidates who wish to stand in the 2022 Crofting Commission elections.
regulator to gather information about the current situation regarding
A total of 18 candidates have put their names forward for election,
residency and use of crofts. We support this.
pending final checks.
“We think that doing it every year is over-done and question
Bill Barron, Chief Executive of the Crofting Commission said:
whether processing this amount of information annually is the best “It truly is heartening to see so many candidates putting their
use of resources, but the objective is right. We understand there will names forward for election. This year we will see contests in all six
be additional capacity to deal with non-returners, and SCF urges constituencies which is fantastic.”
every crofter to take a few minutes to meet their legal obligation and
Votes cast in the Crofting Commission elections will be counted on
complete the census. This is our unique system, and we want and March 18 following a postal ballot.
need it to work better – good regulation starts with baseline data.”
The two candidates in the Western Isles are John Macaulay, of
The census returns have to be made by 31 March 2022.

Breanish, Isle of Lewis; and Iain Maclennan of Laxay, Isle of Lewis.

Gardens get boost from funds scheme
C

ommunity gardens and produce schemes in the Western
Isles are among seven projects sharing in £471,306 of grants
announced by the Scottish Government in early January.

The money is part of a total £1.3m of Scottish Government funding
from the wider £30m Islands Programme and is to be spent on
community-led wellness initiatives designed to support islanders to
live healthier lifestyles.
The larger share of the money awarded in Uist and Barra is a
£20,000 allocation to Tagsa Uibhist, intended for healthy activity and
social inclusion through community gardens in Flodaigh, Grimsay,
North and South Uist.
The group was created in March 2020 and is a community-based
project that promotes gardening as a way to enhance health and
well-being by producing nutritious food and being a healthy social
environment and activity.
They say: “We are here to support people to grow more food and
beautiful plants, and to support people to share their experiences
and expertise. We also hope to produce enough nutritious food to
continue to make a contribution to the Uist and Barra Food Bank.”
Cothrom learning centre in South Uist has been awarded £5,000
for an activity programme called Go Uist! To be delivered through
the islands from Berneray to Barra, and Sgoil Uibhist a Tuath parent
council have also received £5,000 to help weave resilience and wellbeing into school communities through the islands.
A day club at Comunn Eachdraidh Nis and a project to help people
stay healthy at home run by Horshader Community Development
Trust each get over £9,000 towards their initiative.
The group which runs Eoropie Dunes Playpark, Guth Airson
Iarrtasan Nis (GAIN) has been awarded £10,158 for a new scheme

offering an ‘opportunity to be healthy’ at the park, which is
recognised as one of the top 10 Green Flag parks in the UK.
Carloway and Breasclete Community Associations and Ness Sports
and recreation Association all receive awards of funding towards
activities, while Urras Oighreachd Ghabhsainn (Galson Estate Trust)
receives £5,000 towards the Hebridean Community Garden at the
Clan Macquarrie Centre.
In the Stornoway area, the projects include £104,160 to light
an additional area of the Shore Road in Lews Castle grounds. The
new project is an enhancement to the £5 million Parks for People
restoration which is now nearing completion.
Also funded from the scheme is the Newmarket gateway inclusion
project, which is to receive £97,470, while Stornoway community
sports hub has been awarded £13,943 for weather shelter seating.
Smaller sums go to the Embark Project run by Volunteering

Hebrides, Western Isles Association for Mental Health, The Shed
youth project at Martin’s Memorial Church and Western Isles Foyer,
each of which have been awarded £5,000. Bethesda Care Home
and Hospice will receive £3,800 towards the work of an activities
co-ordinator.
Islands secretary Mairi Gougeon said: “It’s important that local
communities have initiatives that can promote participation and
equality in physical activity, as we’ve outlined in our National
Islands Plan. We need to ensure that these are locally-led and local
community groups are often best placed to provide these services
on our islands.
“The projects that we are funding will help encourage people to
live healthier lifestyles and improve their resilience. I’m so grateful to
the groups for applying to help improve the lives of the people living
across Scotland’s islands and I can’t wait to see them in action.”
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CROFTING NOTICES - FEBRUARY 2022
Proposed Assignation of a Croft

First Registration
of a Croft

First Registration
of a Croft

Mr Alexander Morrison has registered their croft 22
Breanish, Breanish, Uig on the Crofting Register
held by the Registers of Scotland.

Mr Malcolm Macaulay has registered their croft
1 Breanish, Breanish, Uig on the Crofting
Register held by the Registers of Scotland.

Any person who wishes to challenge the
registration may apply to the Scottish Land
Court by 08 September 2022.

Any person who wishes to challenge the
registration may apply to the Scottish Land Court
by 08 September 2022.

Details of the registration can be found at
www.crofts.ros.gov.uk/register/home.
The croft registration number is C8108.

Details of the registration can be found at
www.crofts.ros.gov.uk/register/home.
The croft registration number is C8093.

First Registration
of a Croft

First Registration
of a Croft

Anne Mackenzie has registered their croft
24 Carinish, North Uist on the Crofting Register
held by the Registers of Scotland.

Mr Neil Morrison has registered his Croft
37B Newmarket, Newmarket, Stornoway on the
Crofting Register held by the Registers of Scotland.

Any person who wishes to challenge the
registration may apply to the Scottish
Land Court by 7th October 2022.

Any person who wishes to challenge the
registration may apply to the Scottish Land Court
by 7th October 2022.

Details of the registration can be found at
www.crofts.ros.gov.uk/register/home.
The croft registration number is C8145

Details of the registration can be found at
www.crofts.ros.gov.uk/register/home.
The croft registration number is C8146.

Please note that any comments you provide are
part of an open process and will be made available
to interested parties. Your comments would also be
released under a Freedom of Information enquiry.

First Registration
of a Croft

First Registration
of a Croft

Proposed Assignation of a Croft

Emily Warn has registered their croft 56 Balallan,
Lochs on the Crofting Register held by the
Registers of Scotland.

Mrs Norma Mackay has registered their croft 21
Gravir, Lochs on the Crofting Register held by the
Registers of Scotland.

Any person who wishes to challenge the
registration may apply to the Scottish Land Court
by 6 September 2022.

Any Person who wishes to challenge the
registration may apply to the Scottish Land Court
by 6th October 2022.

Written comments from those with a relevant interest
(which may be made public) to: Crofting Commission,
Leachkin Road, Inverness JV3 8NW, info@crofting.
scotland.gov.uk by 3rd March 2022.

Details of the registration can be found at
www.crofts.ros.gov.uk/register/home.
The croft registration number is C8139.

Details of the registration can be found at
www.crofts.ros.gov.uk/register/home. The croft
registration number is C8147.

Please note that any comments you provide are
part of an open process and will be made available
to interested parties. Your comments would also be
released under a Freedom of Information enquiry.

First Registration
of a Croft
Mr James Maclennan has registered their Croft
17A Tong, Isle of Lewis on the Crofting Register
held by Registers of Scotland.
Any person who wishes to challenge the
registration may apply to the Scottish Land Court
by 5 October 2022.
Details of the registration can be found at
www.crofts.ros.gov.uk/register/home.
The croft registration number is C8135.

Catherine Campbell is applying to assign the tenancy
of the Croft at 15b and 38 Arnol to Norman Campbell
of 26 Arnol.
Written comments from those with a relevant interest
(which may be made public) to: Crofting commission,
Leachkin Road, Inverness IV3 8NW info@crofting.
gov.scot by 3rd March 2022.
Please note that any comments you provide are
part of an open process and will be made available
to interested parties. Your comments would also be
released under a Freedom of Information enquiry.

Proposed Assignation of a Croft
Catherine Joan Campbell is applying to the Crofting
Commission for consent to assign the tenancy of the
croft at 47 Habost, Barvas, Isle of Lewis to Thomas
Barry Costain residing at 47 Habost, Ness, Isle of
Lewis.
Written comments from those with a relevant
interest (which may be made public) to: Crofting
Commission, Leachkin Road, Inverness, IV3 8NW,
info@crofting.scotland.gov.uk by 3rd March 2022.

Mr Donald John Smith, residing at 30B Valtos, Uig,
Isle of Lewis, HS2 9HR, is applying to the Crofting
Commission for consent to assign the tenancy of
the Croft at 19 Valtos, Uig, Isle of Lewis, to Finlay
Norman Buchanan, residing at 8 Valtos, Uig, Isle of
Lewis, HS2 9HR.

Proposed Assignation of a Croft

Proposed Assignation of a Croft

Mr Angus Macmillan, residing at 4B Shuilishader,
Point, Isle of Lewis, HS2 OPU, is applying to the
Crofting Commission for consent to assign the tenancy
of the Croft at 4B Shuilishader, Point, Isle of Lewis,
(R455 l ), to Charles Frazer Mackenzie, residing at 5B
Shuilishader, Point, Isle of Lewis, HS2 OPU.

Reverend DONALD NORMAN MARTIN, Crofter, 12
Boyne Court, Ladysbridge, Banff, AB45 2TG, is applying
to The Crofting Commission for consent to assign the
tenancy of the croft at 11 Ballantrushal, Isle of Lewis, to
LORNA DELIA CUMMING, of Foswell Coul, Dunning
Road, Auchterarder, Perthshire PH3 1DU.

Written comments from those with a relevant interest
(which may be made public) to: Crofting Commission,
Leachkin Road, Inverness IV3 8NW, info@crofting.
scotland.gov.uk by 3rd March 2022.

If you have an interest in this application, you may sit
comments on the proposal in writing or some other
permanent form to the Crofting Commission, Great
Glen House, Leachkin Road, Inverness, IV3 8NW
(e-mail: info@crofting.gov.scot) by 3rd March 2022.

Please note that any comments you provide are
part of an open process and will be made available
to interested parties. Your comments would also be
released under a Freedom of Information enquiry.

Please note that any comments you provide are
part of an open process and will be made available
to interested parties. Your comments would also be
released under a Freedom of Information enquiry.
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CROFTING NOTICES - FEBRUARY 2022
Proposed Assignation of a Croft

Proposed Assignation of a Croft

Upper Coll Common Grazings
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Ian Jarvis Lambert is applying to assign the tenancy
of the croft at 19 Aird of Tong, Stornoway to David
Alastair Lambert of 44 Exeter Road, Felixstowe
Suffolk, IP11 9AU.

Malcolm Matheson Smith, residing at Newhouse,
Midbrake, Cullivoe, Yell, Shetland Islands, ZE2 90D,
is applying to the Crofting Commission for consent to
assign the tenancy of the Croft at 1 Brue, Isle of Lewis,
to Alasdair John Campbell residing at Sunnylaw Farm,
Pendreich Road, Bridge of Allan, Stirling, FK9 4LY.

Notice is hereby given that The Stornoway Trust has applied to the Scottish Land Court
for an Order authorising resumption of 300 square metres of the common grazings of
the townships of Upper Coll. The purpose of resumption is to lease the said area of
ground to the Back Football and Recreation Club for a wind turbine site.

Written comments from those with a relevant
interest to: Crofting Commission, Leachkin Road,
Inverness IV3 8NW, info@crofting.gov.scot by 3rd
March 2022.

Written comments from those with a relevant interest
(which may be made public) to: Crofting Commission,
Leach.kin Road, Inverness IV3 8NW, info@crofting.
scotland.gov.uk by 3rd March 2022.

Please note that any comments you provide are
part of an open process and will be made available
to interested parties. Your comments would also be
released under a Freedom of Information enquiry.

Please note that any comments you provide are
part of an open process and will be made available
to interested parties. Your comments would also be
released under a Freedom of Information enquiry.

Proposed Assignation of a Croft

Proposed Assignation of a Croft

Mr John Murdo Macmillan, residing at 41 Morison A
venue, Stornoway, Isle of Lewis, HS I 2HQ, is applying
to the Crofting Commission for consent to assign the
tenancy of the Croft at 4A Shuilishader, Point, Isle of
Lewis, (R4550), to Charles Frazer Mackenzie, residing
at 5B Shuilishader, Point, Isle of Lewis, HS2 OPU.

Norman Angus Maciver is applying to assign the
tenancy of the croft at 20 Ballantrushal in the parish of
Barvas to Jane Smith of 19 Ballantrushal.

Written comments from those with a relevant interest
(which may be made public) to: Crofting Commission,
Leachkin Road, Inverness IV3 8NW, info@crofting.
scotland.gov.uk by 3rd March 2022.

Written comments from those with a relevant
interest (which may be made public) to: Crofting
Commission, Leachkin Road, Inverness, IV3 8NW,
info@crofting.scotland.gov.uk by 3rd March 2022.

Please note that any comments you provide are
part of an open process and will be made available
to interested parties. Your comments would also be
released under a Freedom of Information enquiry.

Please note that any comments you provide are
part of an open process and will be made available
to interested parties. Your comments would also be
released under a Freedom of Information enquiry.

Proposed Assignation of a Croft

Proposed Assignation of a Croft

Mr Malcolm Angus Macleod, 38 Upper Coll, Isle of
Lewis, HS2 0LT is applying to assign the tenancy of
the croft at 38 Upper Coll, Isle of Lewis, HS2 0LT to Mr
Seamus Calum Murray Macleod, 38 Upper Coll, Isle of
Lewis, HS2 0LT.

Rosina Macgowan Mackay is applying to the Crofting
Commission for consent to assign the tenancy of the
croft at 12 Guershader, Isle of Lewis to Aimee Louise
Mackay of Corribreck, Laxdale Lane, Isle of Lewis.

Written comments from those with a relevant interest
(which may be made public) should be submitted
in writing to: Crofting Commission, Leachkin Road,
Inverness IV3 8NW, or by Email to info@crofting.gov.
scot by 04/03/22
Please note that any comments you provide are
part of an open process and will be made available
to interested parties. Your comments would also be
released under a Freedom of Information enquiry.

Proposed Assignation of a Croft
Malcolm John MacLeod is applying to assign the
tenancy of the croft at 22 North Bragar, Barvas to
Jared Stewart of 22 North Bragar.
Written comments from those with a relevant interest
(which may be made public) to: Crofting Commission,
Leachkin Road, Inverness IV3 8NW, info@crofting.
gov.scot by 3rd March 2022.
Please note that any comments you provide are
part of an open process and will be made available
to interested parties. Your comments would also be
released under a Freedom of Information enquiry.

If you consider you have a relevant interest in this
application, you may submit comments in writing
to the Crofting Commission, Great Glen House,
Leachkin Road, Inverness IV3 8NW or email
info@crofting.gov.scot by 3rd March 2022.
Please note that any comments you provide are
part of an open process and will be made available
to interested parties. Your comments would also be
released under a Freedom of Information enquiry.

Proposed Sublet
of a Croft by Tenant
Mary Macdonald is applying to sublet part of the croft at
8 Garynahine to Stuart Mackenzie of 11 Garynahine, Isle
of Lewis for 5 years.
Written comments from those with a relevant interest
(which may be made public) to: Crofting Commission,
Leachkin Road, Inverness IV3 8NW, info@crofting.gov.
scot by 3rd March 2022.
Please note that any comments you provide are part of
an open process and will be made available to interested
parties. Your comments would also be released under a
freedom of information enquiry.

On 11 January 2022 the Court appointed this intimation by newspaper advertisement
and ordered the Applicant to send to the Clerk to the Grazings Committee copies of
l`] 9hhda[Ylagf$ Ykkg[aYl]\ hjg\m[lagfk Yf\ l`] ;gmjlk HjY[la[] Fgl] Fg , o`a[`
emphasises the need for crofters to protect their own rights). The Court ordered any
shareholder or other person having a legal interest who opposes the Application or
who wishes to claim compensation or a share in value of the land to be resumed, to
dg\_]9fko]jk$af[dm\af_\]lYadkg^Yfqkm[`[dYae$oal`l`]Hjaf[ahYd;d]jc$?]gj_]
@gmk]$)*.?]gj_]Klj]]l$=\afZmj_`$=@*,@@$oal`afÚ^l]]f\Yqk^jgel`]]f\g^
the period covered by this edition of Events. Copies of the Application, productions
Yf\HjY[la[]Fgl]`Yn]Z]]fk]fllgEjC]ff]l`9f_mkEY[\gfYd\$+Mhh]j;gdd$Akd]
g^D]oak$@K*(DK$Yf\l`]k]\g[me]flkeYqZ]afkh][l]\]al`]jl`]j]$Yll`];gmjlk
g^Ú[]kaf=\afZmj_`$gjYll`]g^Ú[]kg^l`]9_]flk&;gha]kg^l`]HjY[la[]Fgl]eYq
YdkgZ]gZlYaf]\^jgel`]Hjaf[ahYd;d]jc L]d2()+)*/),+.(!&Alk`gmd\Z]fgl]\
that any further Orders of the Court, including the Final Order, will be intimated to
those persons who have lodged answers to this advertisement and to the Clerk to the
Common Grazings Committee. Copies of any further Orders may be obtained from the
Hjaf[ahYd;d]jcmhgfj]im]kl&
AYafEEY[an]j$=klYl]>Y[lgj$
Stornoway Trust,
Leverhulme House,
H]j[]nYdKimYj]$KlgjfgoYq
Akd]g^D]oak$@K)*<<
9_]fl^gj9hhda[Yfl!
of which intimation is hereby made.

Crowlista Common Grazings
>gjeYdaflaeYlagfmf\]jl`];jg^l]jk K[gldYf\!9[l)11+
Notice is hereby given that the Uig and Hamanavay Estates Limited have applied to
the Scottish Land Court for an order authorising resumption of 2450 square metres
of the common grazings of the township of Crowlista. The purpose of resumption
is to sell the said area of ground to CalMax Construction Limited as the site for a
housing development extending to four single storey semi-detached dwellinghouses
with associated infrastructure.
On 26 January 2022 the Court appointed this intimation by newspaper advertisement
and ordered the applicant to send to the Clerk to the Grazings Committee copies of
l`] Yhhda[Ylagf$ Ykkg[aYl]\ hjg\m[lagfk Yf\ l`] ;gmjlk HjY[la[] Fgl] Fg& , o`a[`
emphasises the need for crofters to protect their own rights). The Court ordered any
shareholder or other person having a legal interest who opposes the application or who
wishes to claim compensation or a share in value of the land to be resumed, to lodge
Yfko]jk$af[dm\af_\]lYadkg^Yfqkm[`[dYae$oal`l`]Hjaf[ahYd;d]jc$?]gj_]@gmk]$
)*.?]gj_]Klj]]l$=\afZmj_`$=@*,@@oal`afÚ^l]]f\Yqk^jgel`]]f\g^l`]h]jag\
[gn]j]\Zql`ak]\alagfg^=n]flk&;gha]kg^l`]Yhhda[Ylagf$hjg\m[lagfkYf\HjY[la[]
Note have been sent to Dr Fiona Ingle-Finch, Crowlista, Uig, Isle of Lewis, HS2 9JF and
l`]k]\g[me]flkeYqZ]afkh][l]\]al`]jl`]j]$Yll`];gmjlkg^Ú[]kaf=\afZmj_`$gj
Yll`]g^Ú[]kg^l`]Y_]flk&;gha]kg^l`]HjY[la[]Fgl]eYqYdkgZ]gZlYaf]\^jgel`]
Hjaf[ahYd;d]jc L]d2()+)*/),+.(!&Alk`gmd\Z]fgl]\l`YlYfq^mjl`]jgj\]jkg^l`]
;gmjl$af[dm\af_l`]ÚfYdgj\]j$oaddZ]aflaeYl]\lgl`gk]h]jkgfko`g`Yn]dg\_]\
answers to this advertisement and to the Clerk to the Common Grazings Committee.
;gha]kg^Yfq^mjl`]jgj\]jkeYqZ]gZlYaf]\^jgel`]Hjaf[ahYd;d]jcmhgfj]im]kl&
Anderson MacArthur, Solicitors
Old Bank of Scotland Buildings
South Beach Street
Stornoway, Isle of Lewis HS1 2BG
9_]flk^gjl`]Yhhda[Yfl!
of which intimation is hereby made.

To advertise your crofting
developments in the next
edition of EVENTS,
email all the details to
advertising@
hebevents.com
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A huge thank you!
V

olunteer Centre Western Isles would like to say a huge thank you to everyone who
donated gifts and handwritten cards and the community groups who ran the ‘Give a Gift,
Light Up a Life’ Christmas campaigns across the islands.

Volunteer Centre Western Isles launched a step-by-step guide for community groups, third
sector organisations and churches to run their own ‘Give a Gift, Light up a Life’ project, and the
response was overwhelming. Volunteer Centre Western Isles Manager, Suzanne Macaulay, said:
“The Give a Gift, Light up a Life” Campaign is growing every year and this year, the response
was overwhelming. We would like to thank NHS Western Isles and CnES staff, local schools,
community groups and volunteers for making such a positive impact in our communities –
some recipients told volunteers the gifts and cards were the only ones they had over the festive
period and were emotional as a result, showing the need for this approach. We look forward to
developing it more next year.”
The campaign aims to encourage volunteering to bring a smile to those who may be isolated in
our communities. Groups and organisations were encouraged to organise their own local ‘Give
a Gift’ campaigns in their local areas, with third sector, NHS and CnES partners working together
to reduce social isolation and loneliness and strengthen community links by spreading a little
happiness at Christmas throughout the islands.

Local business gifts for the
Lochs area

Barra Youth Cafe

IN LEWIS
• 100 cards were designed by Stornoway primary pupils to go along with donated gifts.
• Over 300 Christmas cards were produced by pupils at the Nicolson Institute and added into
food boxes prepared by Eilean Siar Foodbank, while others were donated to approx. 70
residents of local care homes.
• 80 gifts were donated and delivered by Community Navigators throughout Lewis and Harris to
those who were isolated over the Christmas period.

Gift bags with cards ready to be given out in Lochs

Nicolson cards donation

• North Lochs Community Association (NLCA) volunteers organised a project again this year
and delivered 95 gifts to those nominated by others in the community, gifts were purchased
locally from Macaulay Farm and Blackhouse bakery in order to support and promote local
businesses.
• Sgoil an Taobh Siar staff collected donations and distributed in the community.
• Ness First Responders collectively made a generous donation to the project.
• Bags of gifts to the NHS Western Isles Chaplaincy to distribute to those who find themselves in
Hospital over Christmas.
IN HARRIS
• There was a total of 50 gifts handed out through a partnership with the Volunteer Centre,
Western Isles Community Care Forum, the local foodshare initiative and a local care worker.
North Harris Free Church gave out gifts and made 40 cards during their Friday afternoon clubs
to give out in the area and the Harris Distillery employees kindly donated gifts for the second
year in place of staff secret santa gifts.

Santa and Kathleen Duce,
Volunteer Centre (Harris)

Nicolson Cards

IN UIST
• Over 50 handwritten cards and gifts were donated to Uist Foodbank and placed in food
parcels given out over the festive period.
IN BARRA
• Cards and calendars were designed by Eoligarry and Castlebay primary pupils to go along
with gifts. Young people from Barra Youth Café also donated hand painted gifts, ceramic
hanging hearts or coasters, candle holders and sweetie crackers. The Volunteer Centre worked
with local NHS Community Navigator and the Castlebay and Eoiligarry Primary school
Depute Head, Castlebay Coop Manager and Katie Denehy, CLD worker to organise a drop of
point, collection and what should be donated from schools.

Barra Youth Café putting cards and gifts together

P3 class, Stornoway Primary, presenting
cards to Sue Long, NHS Western Isles

• Donated gifts were also distributed to Garadh a Bhagh a Tuath, Cobhair Bharraigh and St
Brendan’s Care Home.
• Barra Church of Scotland got involved and organised a project with cards and gifts given out.
Sue Long, NHS Western Isles said: “The Community Navigator team again delivered the ‘Give a
Gift’ donation to over 80 people across the islands, we are very fortunate to be able to help people
who are on their own at Christmas with the generous donations from the public and now we can
provide even more festive cheer with the amazing cards produced by the children from local
schools.”

For more information, please visit www.volunteercentrewi.org
P6 class, Stornoway Primary, presenting cards to Sue Long

www.tsiwi.org

To find out more about any available volunteer opportunities, please contact lewis@volunteercentrewi.org
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Lifeline of schooling
for children in camps
I

n March 2021, the Linda Norgrove
Foundation gave £8,000 to an Afghan
based charity called Aschiana, to reopen a
school in one of the camps for Internally
displaced people outside Kabul.
Internally displaced people (IDPs) have not
crossed a border to find safety. Unlike refugees,
they are on the run at home – usually from
armed conflict and violence in the provinces,
such as Helmand.
Aschiana has worked in IDP camps outside
Kabul for the last 14 years, providing an
education and a hot meal each day to children
living in these camps. The key aim is to support
young children until they reach the required
level of education to be integrated into the
mainstream schools. At this point Aschiana then
takes on another group of children. This system
has enabled Aschiana to integrate more than
20,000 children into mainstream schooling.
These are children who otherwise would have
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ended up illiterate, risking their lives working on
the streets. In these circumstances education is
a lifeline, a life-saving intervention.
In March last year the schools had been closed
for 12 months due to high levels of Covid and lack
of funds. The £8,000 donated by LNF covered the
cost of reopening one of the schools as well as the
running costs for a year. This included a teacher’s
salary, the salary for a part-time social worker,
stationery and teaching materials, heating, and a
hot meal each day for every pupil.
It has been an incredibly difficult year for
organisations working in the IDP camps. The
number of displaced people in Kabul has rocketed
following the Taliban takeover last August. High
levels of Covid-19, the economic collapse, and
repercussions of the drought earlier in the year
have added to the humanitarian crisis, creating
a perfect storm. As the initial twelve months
of funding comes to an end, we are pleased to
hear that the schools are still up and running,

Hairy Bikers
By John Dory

providing education and food to the pupils. We
will continue to work closely with Aschiana to
support their ongoing work.

Spanish Style Chicken Bake
Preheat the oven to 200C/Fan 180C/ Gas 6
• 1 medium onion, cut into 8 wedges.
• 1 medium red onion, as above.
• 500g
baby
lengthways.

potatoes,

quartered

• 4 garlic cloves, unpeeled.
elebrity chefs come and go but some
seem to go on for ever and become part
and parcel of our TV family.

C

cookery classics. As well as starring in numerous
television series they have also written many
popular cookery books.

• 8 medium tomatoes, quartered.

Jamie Oliver, Rick Stein, James Martin and
Gordon Ramsay are four who readily spring to
mind as they are rarely off our screens with one
new series after another. Others, like Anthony
Worall Thompson, who was a very high profile
chef, disappeared from public view after
an unfortunate incident in a supermarket at
Christmas time some years ago.
The amiable and popular Gary Rhodes was very
well known in the UK for many years his numerous
TV shows and books. He then moved to Dubai
where he operated two very successful restaurants
until his untimely death, from a fall, in 2019.
Delia Smith was the Queen of British Chefs for
decades until her retirement in 2013 from TV but
she still has a cookery website which, apparently,
is incredibly popular. Mary Berry, at the ripe old
age of 86 is still going strong. She resurrected
her TV career in 2010 when the hugely popular
Great British Bake-off started and hasn’t looked
back since and although she will be gone from
our screens one of these days, she will never be
forgotten for her influence on British cuisine.
Two of my own favourite TV chefs are Si King
and Dave Myers aka the Hairy Bikers. They are
currently on with a superb new series called Go
North in which they travel round various places
in the north of England meeting food producers,
cooking new recipes with local produce and
generally having a good time.
Si and Dave first started out as the Hairy Bikers
in 2004 and had an unusual journey from their
previous lives to becoming national treasures as
irresistible and irrepressible celebrity chefs. Their
easy going approach to cookery, their inspirational
use of ingredients and cheeky-chappie attitude
have made them millions of fans over the years.
They are a big hearted duo and down to earth
but inventive cooks with a huge love for food
and an irreverent and engaging style. They have
travelled the world on their motorbikes in search
of good food but in their initial programmes they
travelled the length and breadth of Britain to meet
all manner of food producers and then use their
quality ingredients to showcase their own take on

The Hairy Bikers preferred mode of transport is
motor bikes and they have both been motor-bike
mad since they were youngsters. It is thought that
a perceptive TV producer had the bright idea of
the boys travelling around the country on motor
bikes from a cookery series in the late nineties.

• 8 boneless, skinless chicken thighs.

The Two Fat Ladies presented an eclectic series
of cookery shows from 1996-1999 travelling
around various locations on a motorbike and
sidecar. Dave Myers was born and bred in
Barrow on Furness in NW England. When he left
school he worked as a furnace man in a local
steelworks and then went to University to do
a degree in Fine Arts. He then joined the BBC
as a make-up artist, specialising in prosthetics.
His versatility and wide ranging skills set led
him into films and high profile tv series. Simon
King, or Si as he is known, hails from Newcastle
and first worked in television as First Assistant
Director of Locations and from there moved into
the film sector. Apparently, from an early age, Si
loved cooking and his family encouraged him at
every opportunity. Dave, too, had a huge love for
cooking and it was while working on a Catherine
Cookson drama programme that their paths
crossed and the Hairy Bikers double act was
born although they say that their love of curries
was the catalyst for what was to follow.
Their first programme as presenters was called
The Hairy Bikers Cookbook and first aired in
2004. This developed into four series. Next
came, The Hairy Bikers Ride Again followed
by The Hairy Bikers Come Home. By this time
they were regularly pulling in audiences of four
million viewers on BBC 2. A Christmas Special
followed and then they did a 30 part series
called The Hairy Bikers Tour of Britain. They then
crossed Europe on motorbike, stopping off and
cooking in various European cities. Thereafter,
there was a series in the USA and then in Asia.
As well as featuring on programmes in many
parts of the world, they were also writing
several successful cookery books numbering 16
so far. After serious health issues, they turned
their attention to Dietary Cookery books and

For information on the other projects
we support, please see our website:
www.lindanorgrovefoundation.org.

• 75g chorizo with skin removed.
• Half teaspoon sweet paprika.
• Half teaspoon dried Oregano.
• 1 green pepper, deseeded and cut into
strips.
• Flaked sea salt and freshly ground black
pepper.
(370 calories per portion.)
Put the onions, potatoes, garlic in a large
roasting tin and season with salt and
pepper.
Toss everything together lightly and
roast for 20 minutes.
While the vegetables are roasting, skin
the chorizo and cut the meat into thin
slices, about 5mm. Put the chicken pieces
on a board and carefully slash 2/3 times
with a sharp knife.
produced six as “The Hairy Dieters” as opposed
to the The Hairy Bikers. They have also written
a biography called, “ Blood, Sweat and Tyres,”
which is lighthearted on the one level but details
some of the huge challenges that they have
overcome to achieve their celebrity chef status.
Over the years, I have bought several of the
Hairy Bikers cookbooks but my favourite is The
Hairy Dieters—How To Love Food and Lose
Weight. This book was published in 2012 and its
well-thumbed appearance speaks for itself as it
has been in constant use since it was purchased.
In the preface, Si and Dave explain why they
had to change their calorie intake. “Years of
enjoying endless gorgeous meals had taken its
toll and we’ve piled on pounds. It was a long time
since we weighed anything except ingredients
and it was a shock. We were both a couple of

Season all over with black pepper. Mix
the oregano and paprika together and set
aside.
Take the roasting tin out of the oven,
scatter the chorizo over the vegetables
and turn everything a couple of times.
Place the chicken on top of the
vegetables and chorizo and sprinkle with
the herb mix.
Season with a little salt and return to
the oven for 20 minutes.
Take the tin out of the oven. Carefully
holding one corner with an oven cloth, lift
the tin a little so all the juices run to the
opposite end, then spoon and drizzle the
juices back over the chicken.
Tuck the pepper strips loosely around
the chicken and vegetables.
Turn the oven up to 220C/fan 200C/
Gas 7.
Put the tin back in the oven for another
20 minutes or until the peppers are just
softened and the chicken is golden and
crisp.
As you eat, squeeze the garlic out of
the skins and enjoy deliciously soft and
fragrant flesh.
Just don’t kiss anyone afterwards!
stone or more overweight and over 40% of our
body mass was fat. It was time to diet.
“We didn’t want to sacrifice the pleasure
of cooking but with the help of healthy eating
experts, we discovered that by making small
changes in our cooking habits we could still
enjoy big flavours and the food we loved while
dropping pounds. The cold hard truth is that the
only way to lose weight is to eat less of the bad
stuff and more of the good.”
The book is packed with a wonderful array
of dishes, many of them are traditional but with
fewer calories and also very importantly with
carefully controlled portion sizes.
One of my personal favourite recipes is
Spanish Style Chicken Bake
This recipe is for four so reduce the ingredients
accordingly if you are cooking for two.
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A portrait of Cailean by Sandie Maciver
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Cailean and Ishbel on their Golden Wedding anniversary

Tributes flood in for Cailean Marybank
T

he funeral of Cailean ‘Marybank’ Maclean was held on
Saturday 15 January, with the family supported in their loss
by what they described as ‘an overwhelming’ wave of good
wishes and support.
Numerous tributes were paid by customers, fellow businessowners and friends after the news that the founder and boss of
Marybank Garage and Lewis Tyre Services had passed away.
Cailean, who was 79, was widely known and respected for his
approachable and warm-hearted character, fund of yarns and strong
work ethic. His family said he had only left work in May last year,
when a resurgence of cancer left him unable to continue with the
job which defined him.
Son Norman, who has been running the business since his father
stepped down, said: “My father was extremely unwilling to take
time off work. When he first had surgery for cancer, 14 years ago,
he took a week off and then came back and did office work for two
weeks. Even during this last illness at home, he never complained
or grumbled once.”
Cailean was one of three sons born to Norman Maclean of High
Borve and Chiorstaidh Macdonald of Borve in 1942. He attended
school at Airidhantuim and at Lionel in Ness, leaving at 14 and
starting work picking winkles from the shore, which were sent by
train for sale at Billingsgate fish market in London.
Like his brother Calum, he joined the Merchant Navy and made
one long trip to Australia and New Zealand, before accepting his
brother’s advice that he would be better suited to a trade at home.
He apprenticed as a joiner in the building trade and married
Isabella Catherine Macleod, of Loch Street Barvas, in 1967. They
first moved to Reading, where Cailean continued to work in the
building trade, but returned to Lewis in 1969 and began to build
their own home on the croft at 4 High Borve, moving there in 1973.
Their family of four were raised there, and Cailean also enjoyed
his time on the croft, working with the sheep that were his passion
and one of his main occupations outside work.

In the late 1960s he noticed that the law on motoring was
changing, and that the depth of tyre tread was becoming an
important requirement for drivers. Spotting a gap in the market, he
went into business with Donald Morrison, setting up a small garage
in the former waterworks building in Marybank, now used as the
store for Lewis Tyre Services.

Cailean’s business sponsored Westside Football Club every
season from 1999 onwards. The club said: “Everyone associated
with the club was saddened to hear of the passing of Cailean
Marybank. Cailean has been a long-standing supporter and sponsor
of the club. Our thoughts are with his family and all his friends and
colleagues at this sad time.”

As the business expanded Marybank Garage and Lewis Tyre
Services became Cailean’s sole business concern, with a new
building constructed in 1971. From then he maintained his reputation
as a good-natured, hard-working and approachable business owner,
always in a good mood and reluctant to take time off work.

Norman said the family had been ‘just overwhelmed by the good
wishes and support from everywhere.’

Norman said: “He always took the Glasgow Fair holidays at the
end of July, and he took one day off in 2017, when we held a small
celebration at home to celebrate my parents’ golden wedding.
“He wasn’t into new technology at all and the business remained
run on old-fashioned lines, with paper and word of mouth rather
than computer systems and social media, but it seems to work.”
Although he was widely known as Cailean Marybank, Cailean’s
heart remained firmly at his home in High Borve and his allegiances
with the west side of Lewis.
He was a trustee of Urras Oighreachd Ghabhsainn, on behalf
of whom chair Agnes Rennie said: “We learnt yesterday with great
sadness that Colin Maclean, one of our trustees, had passed away
after a long illness.
“Colin was elected on to Urras Oighreachd Ghabhsainn in
2005 and remained on the board since then, bringing with him
experience of running his own business, a passion for crofting, and
a great enthusiasm for new ideas.
“He could see the benefits that could come from the urras having
its own revenue stream and took enormous pleasure from seeing the
many projects supported through the community investment fund.
Being Colin, we were never able to put enough towards crofting
and he never lost his belief that crofting could be modernised and
contribute to the economy of the area.”

He said: “People remember my father the way that we do –
always cheerful, always willing to help. The islands are poorer for
losing him, but he would be the last person to look for this kind of
attention or praise.
“He loved his work, but when he wasn’t in the garage or at work, he
was always happiest in High Borve, attending to his sheep on the croft.”
Customers spoke of Cailean’s many decades of service to the
islands, with one typical comment being: “He was an absolute
gentleman and will be very much missed by everyone that ever had
the pleasure to meet him.”
Iain ‘Lava’ Macleod of Lava’s Garage, which is adjacent to the
location of Lewis Tyre Services in Marybank, spoke of the immense
help and advice he had received from Cailean when he started up
his own business and over the years since. He said Cailean would
be very greatly missed and offered the sympathy and condolences
of himself and his team to the family.
A spokesperson for Autoparts of Island Road said: “Everybody at
Autoparts were very sorry indeed to hear of the passing of Cailean
Maclean (Cailean Marybank) of Lewis Tyre Services. A lovely man
who will be dearly missed, our deepest sympathy and condolences
go to Cailean’s family at this very sad time.”
Norrie’s Garage on Bells Road said: “We are saddened to hear of
the passing of Lewis Tyre Service’s Cailean Marybank. Everyone at
Norrie’s Garage are sending our deepest sympathy and condolences
to Cailean’s family at this very sad time. He was a true gentleman
and will be greatly missed by us all.”
And a former employee of Cailean’s, now at Western Isles Mobile
Tyres, described his boss’s passing as: “A massive loss to the family
of Cailean and a big loss to the motoring community of the island.
He was a friend and boss to many and most of all a true gentleman.”
Fred Silver, one-time editor of the Stornoway Gazette and founder
of EVENTS newspaper and welovestornoway.com, said: “Cailean
was an inspiration to meet. It’s 30 years since I first encountered
him, apparently always cheerful, constantly enthused by the next
challenge to turn up at on Lewis Tyre Services forecourt. I can well
remember pretending nonchalance when he first asked me to drive
a vehicle into position over the vehicle inspection pit. He will be
greatly missed.”
Cailean is survived by his wife of 53 years Isabella, brother Neil
and sister-in-law Catherine, sons and daughters-in-law Calum and
Lisa in Colorado, Norman and Marion in Stornoway and Angus and
Charlotte in Melbourne, daughter Christine in North Dell and 10
grandchildren.
His funeral was held at Barvas Free Church on 15 January and
was hugely attended.
A collection was taken in aid of Macmillan Cancer Care and
Bethesda care home and hospice. The family wished to express
particular thanks to medical, health and social care staff, and to
staff at Macmillan, Bethesda and Crossroads Lewis.

Cailean as Westside FC sponsor

Pictures are supplied by the family and include images by Fiona
Rennie, Westside FC, SandiePhotos, and family pictures.
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Point club takes
over Knock Hall
T

he Point Youth Club & Café is reopening in
a new location over the weekend February
4-5 to age groups up to S6.

but did manage an initial Hallowe’en party for the
different age groups but are looking forward to
opening properly.

During lockdown, the club committee worked
with the local Grazings Committee and councillors
to refurbish the long-established Knock Hall.

“We are keen to publicise the Youth Café part
in particular - the Youth Club is well attended with
P4 – P7, but we need to work to attract S1-S6 into
the youth cafe, which will be on Saturday evenings
and be a relaxed place to meet.

The committee have successfully attracted
funding to renovate the building and outside area
to make it a fit-for-purpose youth club.
The group had outgrown the previous hall we
used because of high demand – they had over 50
young people across different sessions in a weekend
and were aware of need to develop a youth cafe for
secondary age young people in the area.

“We also have funding from Cycle Scotland
which has allowed us to purchase a cycle hub of
six mountain bikes, storage, cycle kit and funding
to run Youth Leader Cycle Training.
“This was done with support from ‘Strada’ at CnES
sports and health and Alistair Glover at Bespoke Bikes.

The building – previously refurbished about
20 years ago - required significant renovation
including roof repairs, new flooring, heating
bathrooms, kitchen goods and decoration.

An official opening in February is being planned
“to thank the funders, Grazings Committee and
particularly our rather amazing councillors for
their support.”

The group says: “We now have a brilliant hall
which is due to open as a youth club and youth café.

The TV Gladiators star ‘Rhino’ was the guest
of honour at the last reopening but this is not
expected to be repeated.

“We have had to delay opening due to covid
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LUACH: tachartasan
gan ainmeachadh

T

ha sgioba LUACH air a bhith trang ag
ullachadh airson fèis a leigeas le daoine
fèill a dhèanamh air a’ Ghàidhlig.
Ann an làithean-saora na sgoile air Dihaoine
8mh is Disathairne 9mh Giblean, bidh
farsaingeachd de thachartasan ann a fhrithealas
air coimhearsnachdan eadar Nis aig tuath, na
Hearadh aig deas, agus iomadh àite eatarra.
Bidh Linda NicLeòid a’ lìbhrigeadh seiseanan
Leugh is Seinn (no “Cluich” mura h-eil seinn
mar bhuidheann ceadaichte fhathast) dhan
fheadhainn as òige, bidh cothrom aig cloinn nas
sine a bhith a’ fàs gnìomhach le SpòrsGàidhlig,
agus bidh tachartas mu Sgeulachdan na Fèinne
agus cuirmean-ciùil ann do dh’inbhich. Thathar
cuideachd an dùil ri tachartasan a leigeas le sean
is òg a thighinn còmhla, mus tèid an fhèis a thoirt
gu crìch le cuirm san Lanntair le Iain Mac a’
Ghobhainn agus Seonaidh Mac an t-Saoir bhon
bhuidheann Trail West agus na caraidean aca.
’S e seo an dàrna turas a thathar air planaichean
airson LUACH ullachadh, an dèidh dha Covid stad
a chur air fèis ann am 2020. Fhuair am pròiseact taic
maoineachaidh bho Bhòrd na Gàidhlig agus thèid

a thoirt gu buil tro cho-obrachadh eadar iomadh
buidheann, nam measg Comunn na Gàidhlig,
Fèisean nan Gàidheal, An Lanntair, e-Sgoil,
Comhairle nan Eilean Siar, Urras Coimhearsnachd
Bhràdhagair agus Àrnoil, Buidheann Leasachadh
Coimhearsnachd Horsiadar agus Urras Ceann a
Tuath na Hearadh. Thathar gu mòr airson cluinntinn
bho dhuine no buidheann sam bith eile a bhiodh
airson a dhol na lùib fhathast.
Bidh am fios as ùire ri fhaighinn air duilleag
facebook na fèise (@LUACHnaGaidhlig) agus
thathar an dùil gun tèid prògram fhoillseachadh
an-ath-mhìos. Airson barrachd fiosrachaidh no ma
tha sibh airson a bhith an sàs, cuiribh fios gu Mira:
mbyrne1u@gnes.net

LUACH: events being announced
T

he team behind “LUACH” (Gaelic for worth,
value) has been busy preparing a festival that
will allow people to celebrate Gaelic in Gaelic.

During the school holidays, on Friday 8th and
Saturday 9th April, a range of activities will take
place between Ness in the north and Harris in the
south, as well as various communities in between.
Linda MacLeod will be delivering “Leugh is Seinn”
(“Read and Sing” or indeed “Play” if restrictions on
singing in groups remain in place) for the youngest
cohort, SpòrsGàidhlig will enable those a bit older
to get active, and adults will be able to learn about
the Finn cycle or attend concerts. Events that allow
for intergenerational mixing are also in the planning,
before the festival finale sees Iain Smith and Seonaidh
MacIntyre from the band Trail West performing along

with some of their friends at An Lanntair.
This is the second time that LUACH is being
planned after Covid put a halt to a festival scheduled
for spring 2020. The project received funding from
Bòrd na Gàidhlig and is organised in partnership
between numerous community organisations,
among them Comunn na Gàidhlig, Fèisean nan
Gàidheal, An Lanntair, e-Sgoil, Comhairle nan
Eilean Siar, Bragar and Arnol Community Trust,
Horshader Community Development and the
North Harris Trust. Anyone else interested in getting
involved is warmly encouraged to do so.
The latest updates will be advertised on the
festival’s facebook page (@LUACHnaGaidhlig)
and the programme will be finalised by next
month. For further information or to get involved,
please contact Mira: mbyrne1u@gnes.net

03/02/22 - 02/03/22

Seachdain na Gàidhlig

adar 21-27mh Màirt 2022 thèid “Seachdain
na Gàidhlig” a chumail ann an Alba
airson a’ chiad uair leis an amas Gàidhlig a
chomharrachadh air feadh an t-saoghail.
Thàinig am beachd bho iomairtean den aon
seòrsa ann an Èirinn is Ceap Breatainn far
a bheilear air a bhith a’ comharrachadh
“Seachtain na Gaeilge” (Èirinn) agus “Mìos
nan Gàidheal” (Ceap Breatainn) airson grunn
bhliadhnaichean.
Thathar airson aithne a thoirt do chànan is
cultar na Gàidhlig agus aire dhaoine a tharraing
tro mheasgachadh de thachartasan oifigeil agus
iomairtean coimhearsnachd. Bithear ag amas
air an dàrna cuid daoine aig a bheil Gàidhlig
agus feadhainn aig a bheil ùidh innte. Thuirt Joy
Dunlop: “’S e tachartas eadar-nàiseanta a th’ ann
gus Gàidhlig a chomarrachadh ann an Alba air

fad agus cuideachd thall thairis. ’S e cothrom a
tha seo gus sealbh a ghabhail air a’ Ghàidhlig nur
dòigh fhèin, beag no mòr, agus bidh fàilte bhlàth
ro rud sam bith a dh’fheuchas sibh.”
Gheibhear fios mun iomairt nàiseanta airloidhne www.seachdainnagaidhlig.scot agus
thathar an dùil gun tèid tachartasan aig ìre
ionadail fhoillseachadh anns na seachdainean ri
thighinn.

World Gaelic Week
S

cotland will mark “Seachdain na Gàidhlig”
– World Gaelic Week – for the first time
between 21-27th March this year, with the
aim of celebrating Scottish Gaelic across the
globe. The idea is based on similar campaigns
in Ireland and Cape Breton where “Seachtain
na Gaeilge” (Gaelic Week, Ireland) and “Mìos
nan Gàidheal” (Month of the Gaels, Cape
Breton) have been celebrated for a number of
years.

The aim is to give recognition to the Gaelic
language and culture and attract people’s interest

and attention through a mixture of official events
and community initiatives. There will be events
aimed at both Gaelic-speakers and those with an
interest in the language. Joy Dunlop said: “It’s an
international event to help celebrate Gaelic both
in Scotland and abroad. It’s a chance for everyone
to get involved in their own way. We look forward
to hearing from you!”
Information about the national campaign can
be found at www.sechdainnagaidhlig.scot and
local events are expected to be announced in the
coming weeks.
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Thinking about a
new career in 2022?

Dreuchd
ùr ann an 2022?

A

t this time of year, we often think about changing careers so you may
find Bòrd na Gàidhlig’s new resource useful if you are considering a new
career in teaching through the medium of Gaelic.

A

ig an àm seo den bhliadhna, bidh sinn tric a’ smaoineachadh air ar
dreuchdan atharrachadh agus mar sin is dòcha gum bi an goireas ùr aig
Bòrd na Gàidhlig feumail dhuibh ma tha sibh a’ beachdachadh air dreuchd
ùr ann an teagasg tro mheadhan na Gàidhlig.
A’ leantainn air na dleastanasan agus geallaidhean a tha ann am Plana Cànain
Nàiseanta Gàidhlig 2018-23 gus tidsearan Gàidhlig a thrusadh, a ghlèidheadh is
oideachadh agus sanasachd a dhèanamh air teagasg Gàidhlig mar dhreuchd, tha
Bòrd na Gàidhlig air padlet a chruthachadh, a’ togail air bhon bhileag ‘A bheil thu
airson teagasg sa Ghàidhlig?’ aig Comhairle Choitcheann Teagaisg na h-Alba.

Tidsearan Clàraichte /
Registered Teachers

A padlet is a digital noticeboard where websites, documents and videos are
clearly displayed on a single wall.
WHO IS IT FOR?

’S e bòrd-fiosrachaidh didseatach a th’ ann am padlet far a bheil làraich-lìn,
sgrìobhainnean agus bhideothan air an cruinneachadh air balla.

One of our padlets provides guidance for registered teachers who wish to
develop their language skills in order to transfer to Gaelic Medium Education;
while the other padlet has been created for those considering an undergraduate or
postgraduate course in Gaelic Education to teach Gaelic as a subject or to teach a
secondary subject through the medium of Gaelic.

CÒ DHA A THA E?

Gheibh sibh a-steach dhan phadlet le bhith a’ sganadh an còd QR.

Following on from the commitments in the National Gaelic Language Plan 201823 to recruit, retain and educate Gaelic teachers and to advertise Gaelic teaching
as a career, Bòrd na Gàidhlig has created a new resource called a padlet. The
padlet complements the existing General Teaching Council for Scotland’s leaflet ‘So
you want to teach in Gaelic?’.
WHAT IS A PADLET?

DÈ TH’ANN AM PADLET?

Tha padlet ann gus stiùireadh a thoirt do thidsearan clàraichte a tha airson an
sgilean cànain a leasachadh gus gluasad gu Foghlam tro Mheadhan na Gàidhlig;
agus padlet eile dhaibhsan a tha a’ beachdachadh air cùrsa Foghlam Gàidhlig a
dhèanamh aig ìre fo-cheum no iar-cheum.
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Oileanaich / Students

Access the padlet by scanning the QR code.
If you have any questions, please contact our Development Officer at
angela@gaidhlig.scot
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A

In this book Dr Bob Chambers, a leading crofting historian, provides a painstaking
and independent account of the famous Pairc community buyout – which has
become a landmark case in the history of land reform in Scotland. Based on a
dispassionate review of the evidence, he describes in detail the many challenges
faced by the small Pairc crofting community in seeking to purchase their estate in a
remote part of the island of Lewis. He sets out his own conclusions on the lessons
to be learnt from this 13-years long but ultimately successful struggle – particularly
for Government and other public sector agencies and for crofting communities
throughout Scotland. This book will be of compelling interest for all those involved
in land reform and to a much wider public whose imagination will be captured by
the story of how the Pairc community eventually managed to overcome all the many
legal and financial hurdles which faced them.

Dr Bob Chambers is a historian who
has become the recognised authority
on

Hebridean

land

resettlement

–

government-backed schemes since the

late nineteenth century to create new

crofts and townships and to enlarge

existing ones as a response to the

notorious Highland Clearances. He was
the first History Ph.D. graduate of the
Centre for History at the University of
the Highlands and Islands.

Bob is the author of many detailed books

on land settlement in the islands and has
researched and written extensively on
land issues in the Hebrides. He is a regular

“

It should encourage people everywhere
in Scotland and beyond.”

9 781789 071115

Wed 9 March £12/£8 / Auditorium

Watching the beautiful, blue sky Shining
sun above all animals
I heard the earth sobbing
Watching precious habitats
Melted ...
Destroyed ...
Gone!

Rebel Dykes (18) (Subtitled Screening)

Fri 4 Feb

The King’s Man (15)

Sat 5 Feb

The King’s Man (15)
The Tragedy of MacBeth (15)

7.30pm

Jules et Jim (12A) (Subtitled Screening)

Sat 19 Feb

Spider-Man: No Way Home (12A)
Spider-Man: No Way Home (12A)
Spider-Man: No Way Home (12A)

Sat 26 Feb

Sing 2 (U) (Relaxed Screening)
Belfast (12A)
Licorice Pizza (15)

8pm
5pm
8.30pm

Thur 10 Feb

Hostile (12A) (Followed by Director Q+A)

7pm

Sat 12 Feb

Dark Skies: The City Dark (U)

5pm

Sun 27 Feb

Sing 2 (U) 

rope that pulled life back into their
community.”

Alastair McIntosh
(ecologist, writer, academic and activist)

7pm
12pm
4pm
8pm
3pm
6pm
8.30pm
2pm

GM3 went to the castle
grounds and took part in a
variety of STEM activities
related to their book
study ‘The Gruffalo’. They
thoroughly enjoyed their
walk around the different
characters and then created
sound pictures and cloth
mud Gruffalo character
pictures. They’d like to
thank Ms Gilchrist, Primary
Science
development
officer, for her help with
the activities.

5A, P5B and GM5/6 have been enjoying ‘Beyond the Panda’ sessions. The first
session focussed on the Giant Panda. They learned how the panda can eat bamboo
with it’s paws. It doesn’t have any hair when it is first born! They also examined how
the panda’s habitat is disappearing over the years, mainly due to human activity.

I heard the earth sobbing
Watching poor petrified animals
Polar bears habitats melting ...
Young ones dying ...
Once perfect land ..
Now destroyed.
I heard the earth sobbing
Looking at itself - asking
What is happening!
Tears flowing down its cheeks
like a waterfall flowing down a mountain
Darach CowanP6A

* * **

*

Thur 3 Feb

Thur 17 Feb

pleated from that very thread a

w w w. a c a i r b o o k s . c o m

I heard the earth sobbing
Oceans of tears in her eyes

6pm

and

of villages, hanging on by a thread,

P3B learned about article 7 which includes the right to have a name. We wrote positive
name poems using some of the powerful adjectives we had been learning about also.
P3B have been learning about Robert Burns. They shared their learning through a whole
school Assembly which included a quiz about Robert Burns and Scots language.

ACAIR, An Tosgan
54 Seaforth Road
Stornoway HS1 2SD
post-d: info@acairbooks.com
fòn: 01851 703020

* *

An Lanntair is bringing
theatre back this February
with The Gardener, telling
an emotional story in
which a keen elderly
gardener moves into a
retirement home after
the passing of his wife.
Missing
his
favourite
hobby, Frank starts a
gardening group to share
tips and tricks, with some
personal tales told along
the way.

Spider-Man: No Way Home (12A)

conflicts,

policy makers - of how a scattering

Gaelic & English text

I heard the earth sobbing
Watching burning, blazing fires
Red, fiery flames like lava
Chasing petrified animals.

THE GARDENER

Time

setbacks,

inexperience. Here is a chronicle essential for voluntary groups and

2
0
2
2

Gaelic Audiobooks – Download at acairbooks.selz.com

A poem written as part of
our COP26 Leaming

Wed 2 Feb

under the most challenging of

22/09/2021 16:13

I Heard the
Earth Sobbing

Film

“This book tells of land reform

Pairc cover with flaps (final).indd 1

It’s time to ‘Dance Again’
and relive countless Runrig
Anthems
including
Loch
Lomond, Rocket To The Moon,
Every River, Greatest Flame,
Hearts of Olden Glory and
more as part of the brand new
‘Runrig Experience’. Beat The
Drum is a professional tribute
band, which includes Lewis
guitarist Jason Laing, and who
pay homage to the Scottish
Celtic Rock band ‘Runrig’.

Date

“

BOB CHAMBERS

www.acairbooks.com

Thur 3 March £20 / Auditorium

Time

James Hunter

ISBN: 978-1-78907-111-5

The Nursery children had lots of fun dancing, playing party games and eating party food at their Christmas parties. Santa’s visit created much excitement.

THE RUNRIG EXPERIENCE

Film

the estate on which they live.”

(Emeritus Professor at the University of
the Highlands and Islands, author,
and crofting historian)

GM1 class along with the other infant classes are participating in this month’s RSPB Big
Schools’ Birdwatch. We have been learning about all the common birds found in Lewis
and we have spotted sparrows, robins, blackbirds, starlings, crows and seagulls. We
used this data to make a graph in maths and we will report our findings to the RSPB.
We also plan to make bird feeders which we will hang in the trees around our school
and we will research what type of food each bird likes. We have also been learning bird
names and body parts in Gaelic and all about the places birds build their nests. We are
really enjoying learning about wildlife and being outdoors.

AN LANNTAIR CINEMA IN FEBRUARY

and

managed to obtain ownership of

Gaelic & English poems

The Hebridean Dark Skies
Festival closes with a special
appearance by one of Scotland’s
most extraordinary singersongwriters. Rachel Sermanni
has released four acclaimed
albums and toured all over
the world since her careerlaunching EP in 2012. The
Hebridean Dark Skies Festival
is supported by Caledonian
MacBrayne, Highlands and
Islands Enterprise and Culture
and Business Fund Scotland.

researched

well put-together account of how
people in the Pairc area of Lewis

their

£15.95

Fri 25 Feb £10/£8 / Auditorium

painstakingly

Gaelic & English

Pairc Trust community buyout story as

David Cameron

HEBRIDEAN DARK SKIES: RACHEL SERMANNI

“Bob Chambers has written a

of dedicated people overcame

desire to make life better for themselves.

(Harris businessman, and former chairman of
Community Land Scotland)

As part of our Là na Gàidhlig celebrations, P4 –
P7 were asked to design a piece of Harris Tweed.
Harris Tweed Hebrides chose their favourite design
and produced the beautiful tweed. Grace Murray,
GM4/5, was delighted to receive her unique pencil
case, with the tweed she designed in our Harris
Tweed Competition. We send a huge thank you to
Mrs Nana Maclean, who used the Harris Tweed to
make this beautiful pencil case for Grace.

“

circumstances. How a tiny group

what can be achieved by a community

who had the tenacity, the belief, and the

its intriguing twists and turns unfolded.

The Story of the Pairc Estate
Community Buyout

“This book is an inspiring account of

visitor to Lewis and knows the Pairc area

well, taking a close interest in the seminal

Long and
Tangled Saga
A

BOB CHAMBERS

Day of Discovery is a whole
day of events including talks
by leading astronomers, an
astrophotography
workshop,
a film screening and a comedy
night by Bright Club, day tickets
are available now. The Dark
Skies Festival also includes
many more exciting workshops
and events for all age groups
to get involved with! Check
the website to find out more:
www.lanntair.com

Long and Tangled Saga

Sat Feb 12 £15/£13 / Auditorium

Date

The Story of the Pairc Estate Community Buyout

HEBRIDEAN DARK SKIES: DAY OF DISCOVERY
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Moderator-Designate from Cross
A

warm fellowship of the Loughbrickland RP congregation.

Lewis Minister with special responsibility for teaching
systematic theology in the denominational Seminary
has been announced as the new Moderator-Designate of the
General Assembly of the Free Church of Scotland (Continuing).

On completion of his training Mr MacDonald was licensed to
preach the Gospel and subsequently ordained and inducted to his
Ness pastorate on 3rdSeptember 2004. The Ness congregation had
been cared for by Rev John A Gillies for the greater part of the period
following the events of 2000 and the harmony and spirituality of the
people has proved to be a great blessing in the intervening years. As
the years passed the family grew and the MacDonald’s now have
four children – three sons and one daughter.

Rev. Greg MacDonald, who is minister of the Cross congregation,
is due to take up his duties in May.
Mr MacDonald is a native of Stornoway where, along with his
brother Mark, he completed his primary education. In his early teens
family life was altered dramatically when his father, Rev. Kenneth
Macdonald, took up an appointment on the Free Church South
African Mission. Mr Macdonald, senior, would later become minister
of Snizort, Isle of Skye and Scalpay, and is now retired, along with his
wife Coleen, in Garrabost, Point.
Returning from Africa Mr MacDonald completed his secondary
education at The Nicolson Institute. These were times of profound
spiritual impact and in August 1993, at the age of 16, Mr MacDonald
would profess faith in Christ as his Lord and Saviour. He then
proceeded to Edinburgh University where he studied architecture
graduating with an MA (Hons) in 1999. A period of work with
the Edinburgh based charity, Bethany Christian Trust, whose main
work is amongst homeless people in the city served to deepen an
awareness of the Lord leading him into the Christian ministry.
Having married Lorraine, also a native of Stornoway, Mr
MacDonald commenced his theological training. At that stage
the Free Church (Continuing) did not have its own Seminary and

Mr MacDonald has been blessed with opportunity of service
both locally and further afield. He has been closely involved
with the Providence Christian School in Stornoway serving on the
Board of Governors for 14 years. He has also been involved in the
local branches of both the Scottish Reformation Society and the
Lord’s Day Observance Society. He has returned to Africa serving
as Trustee for Covenant College, Zambia and has also visited the
denominational mission in Sri Lanka and engaged in mission work
in Asia with Hudson Taylor Ministries. A more recent invitation to
address the Presbytery Conference of the FCC in the USA was also
greatly enjoyed. At the General Assembly in 2020 Mr MacDonald
was appointed as Seminary Lecturer in Systematic Theology.
theological training was provided at the Reformed Presbyterian
College in Belfast. The MacDonalds look back fondly to their time
in Ireland recalling the sincere welcome from the Irish Reformed
Presbyterian Church, the excellent training and, in particular, the

Speaking of the forthcoming General Assembly, Mr MacDonald,
expressed the hope that for the first time in three years the Assembly
will be able to meet in person and that the business undertaken in
Edinburgh would redound to the glory of God and the good of His
cause in Scotland and beyond.

Brighter future for old phoneboxes
By Taylor Edgar

O

one phone box from Hacklet on Benbecula,
which occurred much to the dismay of the local
community. For this reason, the North Uist &
Benbecula Locality Planning Partnership began
supporting communities to purchase their local
phone box and put it to another use.

The phone boxes, victims of the mobile phone
age, are to be put to a wide variety of new community
uses ranging from housing defibrillators, honesty
shops, heritage information, artwork, mini-libraries,
community larders, and more.

Currently, the partnership is working with six
groups. Four phone boxes are now in community
ownership, while the remaining two are in the
process of being adopted for community use.

bsolete BT phone boxes are to be
repurposed for community use under a
new initiative by the North Uist & Benbecula
Locality Planning Partnership.

Explaining the thinking behind the phone box
makeovers, Jemma MacVicar, the partnership’s
Community Development Officer, said: “Phone
boxes hold a lot of sentimental value for the
community, memories of when that was the only
access to a phone for the village and having to
arrange a time to call loved ones far away, being
used as micro bus shelters by school children on
winter mornings or being used as meeting points.
“They are iconic landmarks on the landscape.
When asking for directions, you can be quite sure
a red phone box will be referenced.”
But with usage nationally being on the wane,
the phone boxes are now valuable commodities
on the private market. As a result, those not in
use are being removed and sold off, including

“Some of the boxes are in a very poor state of
repair and need a fair amount of work to bring them
back to their former glory,” comments Jemma.
“Others are still functional, but the groups
have liaised with BT to adopt the boxes, which
have confirmed that they have not been used as
a telephone for a considerable amount of time.
BT then removes the telephone to allow the
community to renovate the box as they wish.”
The Western Isles Lottery is funding the project.
The photographs are of a telephone box in
Traquair, Peeblesshire. Taken over by an artist and
inspired by local people and settings, the glass panels
have been painted to show surrounding landscapes,
legends and people. The box has an internal light to
illuminate and brighten the paintings.

12th birthday for Leanne Fund as its work expands
H

undreds of individuals with Cystic Fibrosis and their
families across Scotland have benefited from the unique
and targeted support services provided by The Leanne Fund
over the last 12 years.

make a difference to the lives of literally hundreds of individuals and
families affected by CF across Scotland over the last 12 years and we
feel truly humbled by the support of everyone who has partnered
with us to make this possible.”

As the charity marked its 12th anniversary on Tuesday February 1,
it is continuing to develop the range of services provided and looks
to expand into further regions of Scotland.

Many service users have expressed their appreciation for the
ongoing support of The Leanne Fund.

From its base in Point Street, Stornoway, the charity now offers
services across the Highlands and Islands, Moray, Aberdeen,
Aberdeenshire, the Northern Isles and Tayside – taking services coast
to coast across Scotland currently supporting approximately 250
individuals and their families.
The Leanne Fund was founded by the family of the late Leanne
Mitchell to give real and practical help to those affected by CF.
The organisation is run by a Board of Trustees and one employee.
The Fund is the only Cystic Fibrosis support organisation offering a
unique range of services, meeting individuals and families at their
point of need.
Charity founders, Chrisetta and Willie Mitchell said: “We are
so grateful to everyone who has contributed to the success of The
Leanne Fund since it was set up in 2010.
“The legacy created in Leanne’s memory has and continues to

The Masson family from Aberdeen recently received a Pamper
Hamper for their daughter, Brooke, who was in hospital for essential
treatments.
They said: “Thank you so much for Brooke’s lovely gifts, they
really did cheer her up. “You are all amazing and thank you once
again for going above and beyond, it’s greatly appreciated.”

and tailor to meet the needs of patients in need is amazing, thank
you for all you do.”
Ann Marie Murray, Chair of The Leanne Fund said: “Looking back
to when we started, I don’t think any of us could have ever predicted
the success and growth of the Fund, and the number of people that
we have been able to support over the past 12 years.
“The continued success of the Fund is down to Willie and
Chrisetta’s vision 12 years ago, their unfaltering work since, and the
wonderful support of our growing band of volunteers that continue
to selflessly give their time.
“The Fund is Leanne’s legacy, and we look forward with dedication
and hope for the prospects the next 12 years will bring.”

The CF Teams across the regions play a pivotal role in ensuring the
Fund reaches all those in need.

As the Covid pandemic continues, there remain challenges for
The Leanne Fund’s service users and services offered by the charity
have been adapted to meet increased demand. Remaining active is
an essential part of maintaining wellbeing for CF sufferers and as a
result The Leanne Fund’s ‘Get Active’ service has been inundated
with applications for fitness equipment to allow people to take
regular exercise in their own homes.

Ellen, Cystic Fibrosis Nurse Specialist at Aberdeen Royal Infirmary
said: “I have only been working with the CF team for six months,
but I have seen first-hand how the Leanne Fund has had a positive
impact on our patients. The wide range of support that you provide

The Fund’s counselling and mindfulness service has also seen
unprecedented demand as individuals and families struggled to cope
with feelings of isolation and loneliness brought about by the strict
shielding guidance for those affected by the illness.

A recipient of equipment through the ‘Get Active’ service,
commented: “Thank you so much for your help! I love my new
exercise bike. It will make all the difference to me just now and I am
so grateful to The Leanne Fund!!”
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Children’s Classes
5-12 years old

Alasdair Allan speaking in the Scottish Parliament

Humza Yousaf speaking in the Scottish Parliament

Review ‘on way’ over
curbs on patient escorts
By Annie Delin

T

he Scottish Government’s cabinet secretary for health and
social care signalled a positive approach to the needs of
island patients travelling for life-altering diagnoses at mainland
hospitals, under questioning from two islands MSPs at Holyrood
on Thursday 27 January.
And his apparent support for a more open approach to patient
support needs has been welcomed by the Western Isles charity coordinating a campaign to get a more sympathetic ear for patients who
have to travel for treatment and diagnosis.
Humza Yousaf MSP was responding initially to a scheduled
question from Na -h-Eileanan an Iar MSP Alasdair Allan during
general questions in the Scottish Parliament’s chamber.

Dr Allan’s questions were followed up by Highlands and Islands
MSP Rhoda Grant, who said: “There was a review of patient travel
due to take place, but was delayed since August last year because of
the pandemic, so could I ask when that review will take place?
“It is an urgent requirement – the criteria and reimbursements date
back to 1996 and don’t account for inflation. Would he also confirm
that the review will be subject to an island impact assessment?”
Mr Yousaf answered: “The member is right that a review was due
to be undertaken, but, of course, the pandemic unfortunately has
meant that that has been delayed, so we will look to bring forward
that review as soon as possible.
“I’m sure she understands that our (health) boards and indeed our
civil service teams are still under immense pressure.

Dr Allan’s pre-notified question was: “To ask the Scottish
Government what financial support is offered to patients and
authorised escorts who need to travel significant distances for
medical appointments.”

“In terms of the latter point she raises, on ensuring that a review
is the subject of an island impact assessment, I will ensure that is
the case.”

Mr Yousaf responded by saying that the health department was
continuing to work with health boards to reduce the need for travel
for patients where possible, using access services like the ‘near me’
remote consultation process.

In a statement immediately following the parliamentary session,
Western Isles Cancer Care Initiative said: “It was reassuring to listen
to the response by Humza Yousaf, cabinet secretary, stating that
health boards are expected to support patients, ensuring ‘patient care
is at the heart of any decision making.’

But, he added: “Where travel is necessary we expect boards to
support patients to identify and access support.”
In his supplementary question, Dr Allan raised the issue of patients
travelling to mainland hospitals for life-changing diagnoses without
being able to afford an escort or companion to be with them for their
appointment.
He said: “The charity Western Isles Cancer Care Initiative (WICCI)
recently recorded the fastest-ever response for a patient who had a
patient escort refused by the health board.
“For people who live on the mainland it must be strange to imagine
having to undergo something as worrying as cancer treatment
without the support of a loved one. However, in the past few years
this has become an all-too-common scenario in the Western Isles,
since the handling of patient escort applications changed.
“Does the cabinet secretary agree that patients shouldn’t be
disadvantaged in terms of the emotional support they can draw on,
just because they live on an island?”
In response the cabinet secretary for health said: “I wholeheartedly
agree with that point and I think Alasdair Allan makes it very well.
For people who live on the mainland, you wouldn’t expect to go
through that situation, that worry and that anxiety on your own.
“I’m very sympathetic to the point that he makes, in relation
not just to cancer diagnosis but to any diagnosis that could be lifealtering, and so I will take this issue away and look at it in more
detail.
“It will obviously come with a financial impact, but he is absolutely
right to put patient care and patient safety at the heart of it, so I am
sympathetic, and I will keep the member updated.”

“Alasdair Allan MSP raised a compelling argument that travel to
hospital appointments is very different if you live on an island like
the Western Isles and that the importance of the support of a loved
one is crucial at that time.
“It was very reassuring to hear the health secretary wholeheartedly
agreeing with this point and (saying) that the worry and anxiety at
that time shouldn’t be something patients should have to do on their
own.
“We also thank Rhoda Grant MSP for raising the issue of the
patient travel review, highlighting the criteria dictating the policy is
woefully out of date and needs to be urgently reviewed.
“It was also encouraging to hear that the review will be subject to
an islands impact assessment. WICCI looks forward to being part of
the review process.”
Dr Allan himself also commented immediately following the
session. He said: “Western Isles patients being denied an escort has
continued to be an issue and I’ve raised a number of cases with the
health board in recent months.
“We simply should not have a situation where local charities like
WICCI have to step in to fund an escort that has been denied by the
health board.
“I am grateful for the Cabinet Secretary’s understanding and
positive response. I understand that the pandemic has held back
work on things like the Scotland-wide review of arrangements for the
provision of financial support for patients. However, we do need to
see changes in this area sooner rather than later.”

J

ust about anywhere you go in the world,
you can find Baha’i children’s classes for
young people of all backgrounds. While
they are as varied as their global cultural
contexts, they all focus on developing the
spiritual virtues in a child’s character like
love, patience and peace through meaningful
discussions, art/ crafts, stories/singing. In
every class, we help the children memorize a
quote that helps them learn and understand
the virtue they’re learning that day.

Everyone is welcome— kids and
adults from any background.

“Regard man as a mine
rich in gems of inestimable
value. Education can,
alone, cause it to reveal
its treasures, and enable
mankind to beneﬁt there
from.”
― Baha’u’llah
It is up to each one of us to help our society
bear spiritual fruits. This begins by working on
ourselves and making sure that we show qualities
such as love, kindness, tolerance, respect, justice,
and empathy with every single person without
distinction. But it is also our responsibility to
help and educate the children & Junior Youth,
so that in this way they can also learn and be of
benefit to the world they are to inherit.

If interested &
for more information,

call 07798700443
www.bahai.org.uk
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Building our communities
FREE BUS TRANSPORT
FOR YOUNG PEOPLE

Community
Gaelic
Classes
By Katie Macleod

A

range of community Gaelic classes
offered by Community Learning Hebrides
launched at the end of January, giving both
new and experienced Gaelic speakers the
chance to kick-start the new year with new
language opportunities.

Run by Community Learning Hebrides,
Comhairle nan Eilean Siar’s Adult Learning
Department, and with support from Bòrd na
Gàidhlig, the online classes range from informal
conversation groups to structured weekly lessons
with tutors.
The free informal conversation circle, Cothrom
Cabadaich, “is an opportunity for people to get
together and chat in Gaelic informally without
feeling self-conscious about getting things wrong,”
explains Mira Byrne, e-Sgoil Gaelic Development
Officer at the Comhairle.
Participants can turn up at any session, as each one
stands alone, and a Gaelic tutor is present if language
support is needed. Although it began a number of
years ago as an in-person conversation circle at An
Lanntair, it went online during the pandemic and is
now open to Gaelic speakers anywhere – attracting
attendees from the Western Isles and mainland
Scotland, as well as members of the Gaelic diaspora
in Australia, Argentina, and Brazil.
For learners who need a more structured
environment to practice their Gaelic skills,
however, there are a range of classes from lessons
that focus on speaking and listening, to those that
are part of the new national Speak Gaelic language
programme.
Speak Gaelic is a multi-faceted learning
programme that includes everything from in-person
classes to podcasts and is designed to take learners
from complete beginners to fluent speakers in
listening, speaking, reading, and writing.
Community Learning Hebrides is currently
offering Level A1 in three 10-session blocks, the
first of which launched online in the last week of
January. The Speak Gaelic course offering is being
run bi-weekly by Lews Castle College, too, over a
period of 26 in-person classes.
Thanks to funding from Bòrd na Gàidhlig’s
Gaelic Language Act Implementation Fund,
classes run by both Community Learning Hebrides
and Lews Castle College are free to staff at the
Comhairle, the college, and NHS Western Isles.
In addition to Cothrom Cabadaich and Speak
Gaelic, Community Learning Hebrides also offer
Conversational Gaelic classes, with both the first
and second levels running through the winter.
Although the courses focus on listening and
speaking skills with an emphasis on Lewis Gaelic,
speakers of all dialects are welcome, and reading
and grammar lessons are introduced in later units.
“It’s a good introduction if you want to find your
feet with Gaelic and give it a go to see if you enjoy
it,” says Mira.
With the current intake just beginning, the next
round of community Gaelic classes is set to open
in the spring. “We’re trying to expand our offering
and tailor it to what people are looking for, so if
there’s demand for anything else, people can get in
touch,” says Mira, who can be reached via email at
mbyrne1u@gnes.net

By Katie Macleod

A

s of 31 January, all young people aged 5-21 in Scotland are eligible
for free bus transport, thanks to a new Scottish Government
initiative to encourage sustainable travel behaviour and promote social
inclusion.

The Young Person’s Free Bus Travel Scheme enables any young person with
a valid Young Scot Card or National Entitlement Card to travel for free on
buses throughout Scotland.
Parents or guardians can apply for the cards for young people aged 5-15,
while 16 to 21-year-olds can apply themselves. Even if a young person
already has a Young Scot or NE card, they must apply for a new one to access
free bus travel.
“I’m delighted that the under-22s free bus travel scheme will go live
as planned,” said MSP Graeme Day, Minister for Transport at the Scottish
Government at that time, following the opening of applications on January 10.
While pandemic restrictions remain in place the Scottish Government is
encouraging only essential applications for the free scheme, with children and
young people who do not need to travel by public transport at the moment,
being asked to wait until a later date to get their new cards.
“The current phase of the pandemic means that we are encouraging people
to stay at home as much as possible,” said Mr. Dey. “But there are many
essential reasons for children and young people to travel by bus and I am keen
that they benefit from this scheme at the earliest opportunity. Therefore, we
are asking that only those for whom bus travel is essential apply at this time.”
One of the key factors behind the new scheme is the goal of creating
sustainable travel behaviour among young people, encouraging them to make
sustainable transport choices that help the environment from a young age – and
as a result also help the Scottish Government meet its target of reaching net
zero carbon emissions by 2045. In a report published by Transport Scotland last
year, more than 60 per cent of young people polled said that access to public
transport would play an important role in tackling climate change.
Another impetus behind the programme is the removal of financial barriers
for young people, making it easier for them to access work, education, and
leisure activities without worrying about the cost of transport.
“We are committed to giving our young people the very best chances to

succeed in life,” said First Minister Nicola Sturgeon when the scheme was first
announced in November 2021. “The extension of free bus travel to all under
22s will improve access to education, leisure, and work, while supporting the
adoption of sustainable travel behaviours early in their lives.”
In the Western Isles, parents and young people can apply for their new
Young Scot or National Entitlement Cards online at getyournec.scot, or get
more information on the Comhairle nan Eilean Siar website.
Comhairle nan Eilean Siar says: “The Young Person’s Free Bus Travel Scheme
will enable young islanders to travel for free on buses throughout Scotland.
“This will be of immense benefit to those travelling to the mainland for
university and college interviews along with students getting to and from
mainland universities and colleges.
“When combined with the ferry tickets for Young Scot card holders that are
already available this provides free access to anywhere in Scotland and we
would advise all our young people to apply for their NEC (Young Scot) card
when the time is right as this opens up access to other events for young people
like rock concerts, theatre trips and even pantomimes at Christmas.
“All in all it is a win for young people across the country but especially in
the Western Isles.”

Preparing for Film G
T

ha sgoilearan S1 air a bhith trang ag obair
air farpais Film G na bliadhna.

A group of S1 pupils from Sgoil Lionacleit
have been busy working on their entry –
entitled An Tòimhseachan – for this year’s Film
G competition. The film is about a mysterious
riddle which makes whoever reads it, do some
very strange things indeed. The pupils are to be
commended for coming up with such an original
storyline themselves and for the commitment they
have shown.
The pupils involved are Catherine Ann
Henderson, Layla MacEachen, Patricia MacDonald
and Lana Stephenson.
The film has been submitted to the organisers
and we now eagerly await hearing if Sgoil
Lionacleit has made it on to the short list for any
of the awards.
A big thank you to Mary Ann Campbell, Eilidh
Johnson and Heather MacDonald for all their
support and guidance. Thanks also to the school
staff and pupils who were willing to feature in the
film.
Moran taing dhuibh uile.
The entry can be viewed here:
www.filmg.co.uk/filmichean/an-toimhseachan/
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Building our communities
Sgoil Bhàgh a’ Chaisteil/
Castlebay Community School

PG3-4 Trip to Buaile nam Bodach
W

e had a great time exploring the old village this afternoon (January 24). The children had
lots of questions to ask and Jonathon and Ben were so helpful and interesting.

In the plague house, the windows still have stones in them to show that this was a house where people
died from a disease. The metal hook on which to hang pots is still above the fire too. A fantastic history
lesson indeed!
Many thanks to all who helped - our class teacher Mrs MacLean, Mrs Nicholson (DYW) for setting
up the trip, Mr Risbridger for driving the school bus, our Barra Rangers, Jonathon and Ben and Mrs
MacLean, CnAG for accompanying us on our trip too.
We had a great time! #CNESLearning

Sgoil an Iochdair
J

anuary 18: It was all hands on deck this morning in the garden. PG1-3 and the Sgoil-Àraich built
a bug hotel with Sue.

Sgoil Uibhist a Tuath
I

n January P5-7 GLE created some ‘Pop Art’ using Scots vocabulary

P1/2 GME celebrated the work of poet Robert Burns by using a finger-printing technique to create a
Burns portrait. They were learning about warm and cool colours.
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PLANNING APPLICATIONS FOR JANUARY 2022
The following planning applications are pending consideration by Comhairle nan Eilean Siar.
All information and accompanying documents are publicly available on the CnES website.

ISLE OF LEWIS
Erect a house
Planning consent is being sought to build a fan-shaped twobedroom house, a garage and install an air source heat pump at
8A Enaclete, Uig.
The applicant, Mr Guy Redwood, of White Tails, 8 Enaclete, is
also looking for permission to site a caravan on the 4400 square
metre plot for the duration of the build.

Erect a house
Planning permission in principle to build a house at 32A Valtos,
Uig is being sought from the Comhairle. The applicant is Mrs
Elspeth Murphy, of Portrona Drive, Stornoway.

Erect a garage
An application to build a detached garage has been received by
the Comhairle from Mr Chris Matheson, of 53C Coll. He wishes to
build a two-storey garage.

at Islivig House, Newpark, Newmarket. The applicant, Mr Michael
Merritt, wishes to create the lounge area on the existing decking
area.

Barn conversion
Plans to convert a barn into a dwelling house have been
submitted to the Comhairle.
Applicant, Mr Kenny Macdonald, of 3 Upper Coll, proposes that
the barn at 7D Vatisker be repurposed as a three-bedroom home.
Currently, the barn is used for storage but was historically associated
with the next-door kiln house.

Erect a house
A new home is being proposed for 61A New Street, North Tolsta,
following an application for planning consent.
The proposal is for a single-storey four-bedroom detached
dwelling and air source heat pump. The applicant is Miss Marina
Maciver, of 3 Aird Tong.

Erect a house

Erect house and detached garage

Planning consent is being sought for a house and air source heat
pump on a 2047 square metre plot of land at 60 Swordale.

A 1.75 storey house could be under construction soon if the
Comhairle approves an application submitted by Gary and Monika
Maitles of Kilmarnock Road, Glasgow. The applicants seek
permission to build a four-bedroom home on a 2000 square metre
plot at 24A Upper Bayble.

The applicant, Mrs Hayley Graham, of Bosta, Swordale, wishes
to build a two-storey four-bedroom home.

Erect a house
Planning consent is being sought to build a two-bedroom
timber frame dwelling with an integral garage at 12C Ardroil. The
application from Mrs Aileen Hunt of 12 Ardroil includes solar PV
panels and an air source heat pump.

Erect a house
Planning consent is being sought to erect a bungalow at 10A
Tong and install an air source heat pump.
Mr Iain Angus Gillies, of 79B Newmarket, wishes to build a fourbedroom home on a 0.77-hectare plot at the address.

Construction of a High Voltage
Direct Current Converter Station
A screening request has been submitted for an onshore high
voltage DC converter station and associated infrastructure at Area
3 at Arnish Point.
The applicant, Scottish and Southern Electricity Networks,
proposes building the substation and has contacted the Comhairle
regarding the need for an Environmental Impact Assessment.
However, the company is submitting that the development does
not require an assessment as it “would not result in any likely
significant environmental effects.”
In their submission, Scottish and Southern state that the proposed
works are necessary to reduce the reliance on diesel generation
and provide a connection to renewable projects being developed
on the island.

Mast upgrades
The Comhairle has received notification that the EE mast at South
Bragar is to be upgraded. The notification, submitted by Hutchison
3G UK, will see most of the existing equipment at the site removed
and replaced with new hardware.

Electric vehicle charging points
Planning permission is being sought after Comhairle planning
officials deemed that two out of eight proposed electric vehicle
charging points in the town require consent.
The new EV charging points are being installed as part of the
HITRANS FASTER initiative to widen the network for electric
vehicles.
One of the sites that need planning consent is at South Beach
Street car park, where it is proposed to replace the existing dual
charging point with a 50 kW rapid charger and a fast charger.

Sun lounge extension
A planning application has been received to erect a sun lounge

Erect a polycrub
A polycrub is awaiting the green light following the submission
of a prior notification form to the Comhairle.

A lamp post of the type being proposed

The applicant, who is listed as S Hargreaves, of 35 Fivepenny,
Borve, wishes to erect a 4 x 7-metre polycrub at the address for
horticulture.

House extension and alteration
Plans have been submitted to extend and alter the house at 4
Garrabost Allotments by Mr Steven Maciver.
His proposal is an extension at the front of the existing property to
create a new lounge, kitchen and dining area. This would allow the
existing layout to be reconfigured to add two additional bedrooms.

Agricultural building
The Comhairle has received prior notification of an agricultural
building planned for 3A Ardroil, Uig. The applicant, Mr Sean
Kettle, of 2 Timsgarry, is seeking approval for a 15 x 7-metre timber
building.

Demolition in a conservation area
Comhairle nan Eilean Siar is being asked to consider the
demolition of a former police property at the rear of 41 Kenneth
Street.
The former police station, which is thought could date back to
the late 19th Century, has been considered for redevelopment by
the applicant, Mrs Christine McIntosh. However, the location has
been deemed unsuitable. The applicant now favours demolition to
allow the extension of her family home.
It is thought the building operated as a police station until 1967.

Agricultural building extension
Plans have been submitted to the Comhairle to extend an existing
agricultural building at 26 Melbost.
The applicant, Mr Angus Campbell, of the same address, plans to
build onto the side of the existing agricultural equipment building.
The extension measures 7.3 x 5.5-metres.

Solar lighting
Stornoway Trust is seeking permission to extend the lighting
along the shore road from Cuddy Point to The Viewpoint using solar
technology.
The existing road lighting from Willowglen to Cuddy Point relies
on an electricity cable. However, to avoid the need to extend the
mains power cable, Stornoway Trust proposes installing solarpowered LED lighting on five-metre tall lamp posts to be controlled
by a timing system.
The Trust says the proposed lighting extension will not unduly
affect the environment and have health benefits for local people by
extending the time the Castle Grounds can be used.

Map of the Castle Grounds showing the proposed extra lighting
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Rear extension
Mr Thomas Jefferson has applied to the Comhairle for consent
to extend his property at 10 Ripley Place, Stornoway.
The proposal is to add a 4.3 x 4-metre extension to the existing
building to create a new kitchen/dining space.

The proposal submitted also raised the possibility of adding a
mini-hydro scheme at a later date.
A design statement commented that the additional income
generated by the eco-cabin would be reinvested in tree planting
at the address.
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Siting of steel cabin
Lochmaddy could gain a new gift shop if planning permission
is granted for the siting of a pre-converted steel cabin measuring
32ft x 10ft.

Agricultural building

The applicant, Mrs Mairi MacDonald of Cairn Candles, is
seeking permission to site the cabin beside her home at 1 Amhor,
Lochmaddy, for use as a gift shop.

Reopening of RNLI station

A new agricultural building is in the pipeline after the Comhairle
received prior notification of a new build at 17 Northton.

The cabin will occupy 29 square metres with the property’s
existing boundaries.

The RNLI is seeking planning permission to reactivate its
Leverburgh station for a two-year trial period.

The applicant, Mr K Mackay, of 17 Northton, plans to erect an
18.1 x 8.9-metre box profile shed adjacent to existing buildings
at the address.

Polytunnels for sea salt

ISLE OF HARRIS

Planning permission for the former lifeboat station on Pier
Road, Leverburgh, expired in 2017, but it is now planned to
reopen for a trial period in the first quarter of 2022.
The temporary building previously used by the RNLI at
Leverburgh was installed on-site in 2012 and, according to the
applicants, remains in serviceable condition. It is planned to
refurbish the building for the two-year trial period.
If the trial is deemed successful, the applicants anticipate
they will consider replacing the temporary building. Therefore,
planning permission is being sought for six years to assess the trial,
determine future building requirements, and allow for planning,
design, and construction.

Electric vehicle charging points

Sea salt production could get underway on Grimsay if the
Comhairle approves planning consent for the erection of three
polytunnels at Kallin.

Planning permission is being sought after Comhairle planning
officials deemed that two out of eight proposed electric vehicle
charging points require consent.

Applicant, Mr Duncan Griffiths, of Lochside, Hosta, is seeking
permission to site the three polytunnels in the 540 square area in
the southwest corner of the Creel Yard Campsite.

The new EV charging points are being installed as part of the
HITRANS FASTER initiative to widen the network for electric
vehicles.

In the 1980s, the Creel Yard Campsite was an HIE industrial
estate that the applicant purchased in 2018. At that time, planning
consent was obtained for three roundhouses, but the applicant
built only one due to changes in the business climate.

One location is at Leverburgh Ferry Terminal. It is proposed to
replace the existing 22 kW charger with a 50 kW unit.

The applicant states he now wishes to site polytunnels instead.

House renovation and pod siting

Amendment to consent
Isle of Harris Distillers Ltd. has applied to the Comhairle for
consent to amend a recent permission approval.
The updated application includes the erection of a pump
house, a forklift garage, and welfare facilities at the distillery’s
Ardhasaig site.

Holiday cabin and wind turbine
Approval is sought for the erection of a holiday let cabin and a
3 kW hour vertical axis wind turbine at 9 Scaristavore.
The applicant, Mrs Iona Molleson of 9 Scarista, wishes to
erect a 2/4 berth off-grid eco-cabin to accommodate walkers and
cyclists on the nearby Hebridean Way. The wood frame cabin
would be supplied with electricity via solar panels and a vertical
blade turbine sitting on a concrete plinth.

ISLE OF NORTH UIST
Erect a house
A three-bedroom single-storey dwelling is being planned
for 13B Tigharry. The applicants, Cliff and Catriona Black, of 7
Ashdail, Bayhead, are seeking the go-ahead to build after being
granted outline planning consent in 2008.

Planning permission is being sought to renovate an old croft
house at 3 Sollas and site two holiday pods.
Applicant, Mr Roderick, of 3 Sollas, wishes to replace the roof
tiles with new tiles of the same design but a different colour.
The pods are to be sited at the side of the former croft house.

ISLE OF SOUTH UIST

Erect a house

Mast upgrade

Planning permission is being sought to build a house and install
a solar PV array at 2 Clachan Na Luib, Clachan, Locheport.

Comhairle nan Eilean Siar has received an application for
upgrade work at the West Gerenish radar site.

The application from Mrs Mary Neff of Hillview Road, Cults,
Aberdeenshire, seeks consent to build a three-bedroom single
storey home on the 1364 square metre plot at the address.

The works submitted to the council by Aquila ATMS will see the
installation of two new low profile antennae. However, the height
of the existing mast will not be altered due to the upgrading.
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• names/addresses
Ŏ7;vࢢm-ࢢom
Ŏ_;u;|_;v;Ѵ;7
Ŏo11r-ࢢom
• did they have a family
• photographs/documents
• did they return?
Please get in touch with CEN if you can help and would like to be
involved in the project.
01851 810377 or e-mail donna@cenonline.org

Tha Criomagan ùr ri cheannach anns a’ bhùth
agus tro làrach-lìn Chomunn Eachdraidh Nis.
Leugh mu:
➢ Sùil air Ais: 10 bliadha ann an Sgoil Chrois
➢ Tarmod Dhòmhnaill Tinceir
➢ Bodachd na Fiosachd
➢ Amhran na Windscreen
➢ Ruairidh ‘Junior’ Murray
agus tòrr eile!

Tha leabhar Chrois deiseil cuideachd! Seo an
deicheamh leabhar san t-sreath ‘Na Bailtean’.
Leugh mu:
➢bmmࢢu-Ľ0_-bѴ;
➢ The strong man of Cross
➢ Cuimhneachain
➢ Cuimhneachain Katag Dhànaidh
➢ Bùthean
➢om]Ѵb;lbmmࢢu_uobv
➢bmmࢢu-Ľ0_-bѴ;
agus gu leòr eile!
Thig gu www.nesshistorical.co.uk agus
1;-mm-b1_Ѵ;|_Ŋ0_u;-17_|AߖbmĴ

"]obѴ_uobvķou|_ ;ѴѴķ"ƑƏ"ŐƏƐѶƔƐőѶƐƏƒƕƕoL1;Š1;momѴbm;ĺou]ĺm;vv_bv|oub1-Ѵĺ1oĺh
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Elective surgery in Isles
N

HS Western Isles as planning to
resume some elective surgery from
Monday, January 31, following a period of
postponement due to service pressure.

In its efforts to respond appropriately to urgent,
cancer and unplanned care, the difficult decision
had been taken on November 24, 2021, to
postpone non-urgent planned care episodes and
appointments.

From the end of January, it is planned to resume
day case procedures. Inpatient elective activity
will also be gradually reintroduced as capacity
allows. We will be contacting patients individually
as appointments are scheduled, so we ask that
patients do not contact us at this time to ask for
appointment details.
Procedures
resuming
include
Elective
Orthopaedic, General Surgery and Oral &

Living safely for us all

Maxillofacial Surgery, in addition to Gynaecology,
Ophthalmology, and Endoscopy activity.
Patients will be listed for surgery according to
the Scottish Government Clinical Prioritisation
Framework.
Due to the number of procedures being
rescheduled, there will be longer waiting lists
for some surgery. “We apologise for this and
appreciate your patience and understanding.”

Visiting
arrangements
for hospitals
N

HS Western Isles introduced new
visiting arrangements in all Western Isles
hospitals from Tuesday January 18.

Your self-isolation
period may be
less than 10 days,
find out more at
NHSinform.scot/
isolation

Do a lateral flow
test before you
travel, visit busy
places or mix
with others.

The new arrangements, which apply to Western
Isles Hospital on Lewis; Uist and Barra Hospital
on Benbecula; and St Brendan’s Hospital on
Barra, mean that all patients will be permitted
one visit every day from one designated visitor
(or two designated visitors in the same visiting
slot from the same household). The designated
visitor/s identified will be for the duration of
the inpatient stay, and can only be changed in
exceptional circumstances.
Each visiting slot will be 30 minutes and
visiting times are 1.30pm – 4.30pm and 6pm –
7.30pm.

Always report
your LFD result
– even if it’s
negative.

Make sure
you get fully
vaccinated,
including getting
your Vaccine
Booster.

Let in fresh
air regularly if
you’re meeting
indoors and keep
gatherings as
small as you can.

You need to wear
a face covering in
most indoor public
places and on
public transport.
Exemptions apply.

Work from home,
if you can.

gov.scot/coronavirus

Clean your hands
and surfaces
regularly. Cover
your nose and
mouth if coughing
or sneezing.

In addition to the above, Essential Visiting for
those inpatients who require more frequent visits
will continue to be arranged as required, without
restrictions on the number of visits or visitors
(subject to ward conditions and availability).
Essential visits can be arranged for a range of
situations including a birth partner supporting a
woman during hospital visits; a person receiving
end-of-life care; to support someone with a
mental health issue; or dementia, a learning
disability or autism where not being present
would cause the patient to be distressed; or to
accompany a child in hospital.
All visits (including Essential Visits) must be
booked in advance by contacting the hospital
switchboard on 01851 704704.
Visiting will be subject to availability and ward
conditions, and dependent on each patient’s
individual preferences and wishes. The current
arrangements will be subject to ongoing review.
Whilst visiting arrangements have been
relaxed, the above visiting restrictions remain in
place to protect our healthcare services.
Whilst our hospitals continue to be busy, and
the COVID-19 transmission risk remains where
physical distancing is challenging, NHS Western
Isles will continue to take steps to mitigate, as far
as possible, risks in busy ward areas.
Disease transmission risks are ever-present
and visitors must risk assess their own visits
and ensure that they have taken every possible
precaution to protect inpatients - many of whom
are at increased risk of more serious illness if they
contracted COVID-19. This includes ensuring
that you take LFD tests before every visit, carefully
observing safety precautions (including wearing
face masks in public places, keeping gatherings
with other households as small as possible;
washing your hands regularly; and covering your
nose and mouth if coughing or sneezing).
NHS Western Isles will continue to strictly
enforce infection prevention and control
requirements for all visitors, including the use
of hand sanitizer, wearing clinical face masks
provided at the front door (or additional Personal
Protective Equipment – PPE on request) and
physical distancing.
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The Green Bag
Scheme
N

HS Western Isles is running a medicines
awareness campaign to encourage those
in our communities to take a fresh look at the
medications they are taking and to take simple
steps to help avoid medicines waste.
Green Bags are heavy duty plastic bags designed
for patients to keep all their medicines in one
secure place. It is important for patients to take
their medicines with them when they are admitted
to hospital for elective admissions or emergencies.
This includes all prescribed medicines such as pills,
tablets, bottles, and creams.
WHERE DO I GET A GREEN BAG?
Before being discharged from hospital, patients will
meet with a Hospital Pharmacist who will help review
their prescribed medications and answer any questions.
On discharge, patients will be supplied with a Green
Bag with all their medicines to take home.
Once home, patients are encouraged to keep their
Green Bag in an accessible place, out of reach of
children. The Green Bag should be brought with the
patient to hospital and will be stored in the patient’s
bedside locker. If a patient is transferred to another
ward, the Green Bag will be transferred with them,
as well as when they are discharged from hospital.
NHS Western Isles Chief Pharmacist, Dr Liam
Callaghan, said: “It is a simple scheme which will
help our patients manage their medicines at home
and reduce the risks of missing or delaying medicine
doses when admitted to hospital.”
The Green Bag scheme enhances quality of care
and overall patient experience and has shown to:
• Improve patient safety
• Reduce drug costs and waste
• Prevent administrative delays
• Provide patients with a physical reminder,
and the means of bringing all their medicines
when admitted to hospital for emergencies and
elective admissions
• Make it easier for NHS staff to find out which
medicines a patient is taking
WHAT ELSE CAN I DO TO EFFECTIVELY MANAGE
MY MEDICATIONS?
Every year in NHS Scotland, £20 million is spent
on medicines waste. The biggest problem coming
from repeat prescriptions that people no longer need
or use. Help the NHS avoid medicines waste by only
ordering repeat medications if you need them and
remember, unused medications are unable to be
reused.
If you have quantities of out-of-date or no longer
used prescribed medications, please return these
medications to your GP Practice or local pharmacy
to ensure they are safely disposed of. Binning or
flushing unwanted prescribed medications can
harm the local environment, cause risk to other
people, and also cause household toilet/water
contamination. It’s also important to make sure
there are no unused medications in your home, to
help avoid harm or risk to others within or visiting
the household – medications can be a huge safety
risk for children and others who might take them.
If you have any questions or concerns about your
medications, or a prescription, do not hesitate to ask
your GP, Practice Nurse or Pharmacist.
If you are not sure what your medicines are for,
or you are worried about using them, please talk to
your GP Practice, or Community Pharmacist.
Alternatively contact your GP Practice to make an
appointment with the Primary Care Pharmacy team.
Healthcare is always changing... it’s always OK to
ask. #letstalkmedicines
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Take a fresh
look at what
medicines
you take
Are you or someone you
care for being admitted
to hospital?
If so, please do not forget to bring your
‘green bag’ with you. This includes all
prescribed medicines such as pills,
tablets, bottles and creams.
Before being discharged from
hospital you will meet with a Hospital
Pharmacist who will help review your
prescribed medications and answer
any questions you may have.
Help the NHS avoid medicines waste
by only ordering repeat medications
if you need them and remember,
unused medications are unable to be
reused.
If you have any questions or
concerns about a prescription, do
not hesitate to ask your GP, Practice
Nurse or Pharmacist.

Liam Callaghan
Chief Pharmacist, NHS Western Isles

Healthcare is always changing... it’s
always OK to ask.
#letstalkmedicines

COVID-19 – PLEASE SELF-ISOLATE AND ARRANGE A TEST IF YOU DEVELOP ANY NEW SYMPTOMS
IF YOU DEVELOP ANY SYMPTOMS OF COVID-19:
• a new and persistent cough
• a high temperature
• a loss of, or change in, your normal sense of taste or smell

You and your entire household should immediately self-isolate and you should request a
test. Even if you have been vaccinated, it is still vital that you follow these steps.

Symptoms as follows have also been common to those who have tested positive for COVID-19 disease.
So, if you develop any of the following, you should also self-isolate and seek advice:
• a tickly or sore throat;
• unexplained fatigue;
• unexplained headache;

• sore bones, muscle or joint pain;
_]f]jYdÛm%dac]kqehlgek3gj
• gastro-intestinal symptoms

To book a test, contact the local helpline on 01851 601151 or email: wi.covid19queries@nhs.scot
Please visit our local COVID-19 website at www.coronavirus.wi.nhs.scot for further information.
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Looking after your
mental health
M

ental health and wellbeing is as
important to us all as our physical health
in our everyday functioning.
NHS Western Isles is currently training an
Enhanced Psychological Practitioner who is able
to offer 6 sessions using Near Me (videolink)
or face to face as appropriate, using the best
approaches for anxiety, mild depression, OCD or
panic.
The approach helps people to use techniques
to change their thoughts, feelings and behaviours
to reduce symptoms and achieve personal goals.
The service is based with our Community
Navigator Team who also support and coordinate
evidence based digital psychology products,
signposting to improve social connections and
support to use digital technology.
Louise Anne MacDonald, trainee EPP and
Community Navigator said: “Helping people to
use approaches which are effective in moving
their lives forward and tackling symptoms of
anxiety or depression has been really rewarding.
To see people being able to get out more, or to
get back to work has been great. We hope that

Coastguard rescue team member Ellen Maclean throwing a line for the 200th anniversary

by getting help when things are at a mild stage
people are less likely to develop more serious
difficulties”.
If you live in the Western Isles and wish to
access this service contact:
01851 708 022 or mobile: 07966259060 or
email wi.ccbtadminwisles@nhs.scot

Lifelines mark
Coastguard 200
By Annie Delin

T

he throwing of a line into the water of
Stornoway harbour commemorated 200
years of life-saving work for HM Coastguard
on Saturday 15 January.
HM Coastguard celebrated its 200th birthday
with similar symbolic acts around Britain’s
coastline at 11am that morning, while coastal
communities paid tribute to the importance of the
service from its beginnings as a loose network of
coastal lookouts to today’s hi-tech coordination
centres.
It was on 15 January 1822, that HM Coastguard
was formally brought into existence and last
month coastguards across all four home nations
marked the bicentenary by casting throwlines
into the water, which form part of the lifesaving
kit used by coastguard teams.
In Stornoway, coastguard rescue team member
Ellen Maclean, who also works in the operations
room at Stornoway’s maritime rescue coordination centre at Goat Island, performed the
symbolic act ahead of time for the benefit of TV
cameras.
Area coastal commander Murdo Macaulay
was interviewed for BBC Scotland’s coverage,
and later told welovestornoway.com: “Over
the whole of the 200 years of HM Coastguard’s
operation the one constant that has never
changed, and which will never change, is the
ethos of saving life.
“The throwing line is just a piece of rope, but
it is also literally a lifeline, both then and now.
Stornoway has been awarded the Department of
Transport national rescue shield twice in the past
100 years – in 1953 and in 2018. In both instances
it was the use of rope that effected the rescue.”
The 1953 rescue was of 66 people from the
Clan MacQuarrie liner, which went ashore off
Borve in a storm. All those on the vessel were
brought ashore by a rope and pulley system
known as the breeches buoy, or life-saving
apparatus.
In 2018, Stornoway Coastguard Rescue team
members were able to save the life of an 87-yearold walker who had fallen on a scree slope on St
Kilda and was slipping towards a 300-foot cliff
drop. A complex technical rope rescue using a
sling brought him back to safety, to be winched
aboard the Coastguard rescue helicopter.
Murdo said: “Those two rescues exemplify
what I mean. In that time, we moved from a horse
and cart carrying rescuers to the most advanced
technical solutions, but it still all boiled down to
a rescue and an attitude of mind that says that we
will get there, and we will save lives.”
Marking the anniversary, maritime minister
Robert Courts said: “I am immensely proud
and humbled by the continued dedication and
professionalism from the staff and volunteers

Lochboisdale CRT members
during training on Friday night

which ensures everyone’s safety on our shores and
around our coast.
“HM Coastguard is the backbone of our
maritime sector and the nation is indebted to its
incredible workforce which continues to deliver
an exceptional service.”
Claire Hughes, director of HM Coastguard said:
“When you look at how we started and where
we are now, it’s easy to celebrate the innovation
and development that can be seen throughout the
service.
“And yet we are far more proud of the people,
the volunteers and the staff who throughout two
centuries have continued to strive to keep people
safe at the coast and out at sea. We always have
and always will respond to those in distress.
“While this milestone is an opportunity for us
to look back with pride on what we’ve achieved,
we have always looked to the future, and I’m
proud that we continue to look for ways in which
to improve and save lives. I’m proud of the
commitment, the dedication and selfless sacrifice
and I’m proud of how the service has developed
and continues to do so.”
Divisional Commander for Scotland, Susan
Todd said: “As an emergency service HM
Coastguard is always busy and it’s rare that we get
the chance to reflect on how far we have come.
“200 years of saving lives at sea and at the coast
is truly something to be proud of. The symbolic
casting of throwlines across the UK today is a
reflection of our unwavering commitment to
keeping people safe at sea.”
Meanwhile, the previous Friday evening,
Lochboisdale coastguard rescue team were hard
at work on rescue training.
They posted: “Tomorrow is the 200th birthday
of HM Coastguard. Technology has changed, the
ethos of lifesaving and preparedness remains as
the spirit of our service.”
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New books at Western Isles Libraries
FICTION
BALDACCI, David

Mercy

Thriller

BECKETT, Simon

The lost

Thriller

BRADFORD, Barbara Taylor

A man of honour

General Fiction

BOLTON, Tim

Ferguson, a farming revolution: Harry
Ferguson and his world-beating innovations

POLLET, Cedric

Winter gardens: reinventing the season

ROBERTS, Jenefer

Can I eat that?: a nutritional guide through
the dietary maze for type 2 diabetics

KIMBER, Edd

One tin bakes

CORNWELL, Patricia

Autopsy Thriller

CUSSLER, Clive

The devilʼs sea

Thriller

DALGLIESH, J M

One lost soul

Crime

DALGLIESH, J M

Bury your past

Crime

DALGLIESH, J M

Tell no tales

DOUGLAS, Claire

The couple at No. 9

EVANOVICH, Janet

Game on

EVANOVICH, Janet

The bounty

Thriller

FELLOWES, Jessica

The Mitford vanishing

Crime

GABALDON, Diana

Go tell the bees that I am gone Historical Fiction

TAUDEVIN, Julia

Move

HARRIS, Oliver

Ascension

GRAEBER, David

The dawn of everything: a new history of
humanity

DUNLOP, Tessa

Army girls: the secrets and stories of military
service from the ﬁnal few women who fought
in World War II

DAVIS, Stephen

Operation Trojan Horse: the true story behind
the most shocking government cover-up of the
last thirty years

BERTON, Laura B.

I married the Klondike

Crime
Thriller
Crime

Thriller

KIMBER, Edd

One tin bakes easy

FOWLE, Frances

The Impressionist era: the story of Scotlandʼs
French masterpieces

REEVE, Simon

Journeys to impossible places: in life and
every adventure

RYAN, Katherine

The audacity

PRYDE, Kenny

The medal factory: British cycling and the cost
of gold

HARROD-EAGLES, Cynthia Dying fall

Crime

HOLT, Anne

A memory for murder

Crime

JACOBS, Anna

A valley secret

Saga

JARDINE, Quintin

Deadlock

KERNICK, Simon

Good cop Bad cop

KIRK, J.D.

Colder than the grave

Crime

KIRK, J.D.

Ahead of the game

Crime

KIRK, J.D.

An isolated incident

Crime

KRAY, Roberta

Double Crossed

Thriller

LOCAL HISTORY

LINDQVIST, Ajvide

I am the tiger

Horror

MACKENZIE, James Duncan
James Duncan Mackenzie Collection:
70 original tunes for bagpipes and other
instruments

Crime
Thriller

MEYRICK, Denzil

A toast to the old stones

MOSS, Sarah

The fell Thriller

General Fiction

MUKHERJEE, Abir

The shadows of men

Crime

OSWALD, James

Nowhere to run

Crime

PICOULT, Jodi

Wish you were here

General Fiction

ROBERTS, Nora

The becoming

General Fiction

RYAN, Anthony

The Pariah

SCARROW, Simon

The Honour of Rome

STEEL, Danielle

Flying angels

TREMAIN, Rose

Lily: a tale of revenge

VICKERS, Salley

The gardener

WALTERS, Minette

The swift and the harrier

WOOD, Val

Children of fortune

Fantasy
Historical Fiction
General Fiction
Historical Fiction
General Fiction

GAELIC
SMITH, Magaidh ed.

E-BOOKS
DiCamillo, Kate

The Tiger rising

Headley, Maria Dahvana

Beowulf, a new translation

Hogan, Faith

The Ladiesʼ midnight swimming club Fiction

Voices from the shoreline: the ancient and
ingenious traditions of coastal ﬁshing

KOONIN, Steven E.

Unsettled: what climate science tells us, what
it doesnʼt, and why it matters

FOX, Porter

The last winter: a search for snow and the end
of winter

NIKOLIC, Zoran

The atlas of unusual languages: discover
intriguing linguistic oddities and language
islands

The Case of the wandering scholar
The False rose

VIDEEN, Hana

The wordhord: daily life in Old English

SOMERVILLE, Phil

The practical guide to celestial navigation:
step-by-step instructions for when youʼve lost
the plot

Rick

Junior LGBTQI+

Nix, Garth

The Left-handed booksellers of London Young
adult fantasy

Parry Ambrose

A Corruption of blood

Stone, Lisa

The Cottage

Wolkenstein, M. Evan

Turtle boy

Historical ﬁction
Horror
Junior ﬁction

E-MAGAZINES
BBC Good Food magazine 01 Jan 2022

Food & wine
Celebrity & gossip

Good Housekeeping UK 01 Feb 2022

Womenʼs lifestyle

Radio Times

22-28 Jan 2022

Woman and home

01 Feb 2022

Movies, tv & music
Womenʼs lifestyle

Library Hours
Stornoway Library
01851 822744

Tuesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

:
:
:
:

10am - 3pm
10am - 3pm
10am - 3pm
10am - 12pm & 1 - 3pm

Tarbert Library
01859 502971

Monday
Tuesday
Thursday
Saturday

:
:
:

4 - 6pm
4 - 6 pm
4 - 6pm
10am - 1pm

Liniclate Library
01870 603691

Tuesday
Friday
Saturday

:
:
:

4 - 7 pm
2.30 - 6 pm
10am - 1pm

Castlebay Library
0187101871
817200
817200

Tuesday
Thursday
Saturday

:
:
:

 

L

ocal Stornoway writer
Fiona Macdonald hasn’t
let the grass grow during
the depths of Covid-19
Lockdown.

  

ISLAND BLINDNESS

tale full of twists and turns around
an equally gripping central theme
that will keep you guessing to the
very end, with a cliff-hanger that left
one begging for another episode.
Thankfully that has arrived in the
form of ‘Island Blindness’.
It’s now midsummer and the
long, hot, luminous Hebridean
days contrast starkly with Helen’s
romantic and professional turmoil
as she continues to fight her demons
and the possibility of being struck off
as a doctor. When Hetty a promising
young medical student is the first
local young woman to disappear,
Helen gets dragged into in a
sequence of events that leave her and
George literally fighting for their lives.

She’s just published a third
book in her series about the
misadventures of Dr Helen
MacAllister and George the Jack
Russell. In book one, ‘St Kilda
Fever’, Helen arrives on Lewis in
the 1970s fresh from Glasgow, to
take up a temporary post as the
first female locum doctor on the
FMT Macdonald
island. In the stormy depths of a
dark Hebridean winter she soon
HIDDEN IN PLAIN SIGHT
becomes embroiled with Russian
spies and dodgy doings at the
military base on St Kilda. This
As the dense sea fog rolls in, blanketing the cliffCold War spy thriller contains a cast of characters,
top lighthouse at Valagarry we’re left wondering
at least one of whom rocks her life in ways that she
just didn’t expect. It also contains vivid descriptions who the charismatic Father Joseph that lives
there might be and whether he is involved in the
of the land and climate that characterise the Outer
Hebrides, all served up with bucketloads of humour. disappearances. But in the end, Helen is facing a
threat that reaches far far further than we or she
No surprise then that ‘St Kilda Fever’ quickly became
a Baltic Book Shop Book of the Week.
could ever have imagined.
Book Two followed in 2020 just as Covid
Settle down with a cup of tea and enjoy another
lockdown descended. ‘Lewis Amnesia’ picks up
encounter with many of Helen’s local friends, such
the tale of Helen’s island life pretty much where as Mrs Murray, the receptionist; Brian the policemen;
the last one left off. It’s still the 1970’s, but now Ewan the Procurator Fiscal; and Susie the punk
it’s late autumn and she and George the Dog have
Glaswegian district nurse. Then let this rollicking
been asked back to continue with her locum job on
yarn whisk your mind away from the winter weather
Lewis. Resolving to kick her drink and addiction
and the ongoing world of Doomy Gloom.
problems and dump her emotional baggage, she
All three paperback books are available now to
sets off to enjoy a few quiet months on the island
buy from The Baltic Book Shop, The Woodlands
that she has grown to love. But unfortunately
Centre and Spar, as well as on-line via Amazon.
things take a different turn, and her life is far from
quiet as she is forced to contend with a group of The new book is priced at £6.99.
tight-knit locals who may or may not be implicated
‘St Kilda Fever’ and ‘Lewis Amnesia’ are
in a spate of potentially unexplained deaths.
available on Kindle. ‘Island Blindness’ will shortly
In turns funny, romantic and exciting, it’s another be there too.
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FEATURED TITLES
The fell
by Sarah Moss

Gino, Alex

30 Jan 2022



Mystery

Junior fantasy

E-AUDIOBOOKS

HELLO! magazine



Poetry

Wegelius, Jakob

Saga

NON FICTION

Junior ﬁction

Saunders, Kate

Historical Fiction

SMYLIE, Mike

Rotal : Iasgairean Leodhais ʻs Na Hearadh

03/02/22 - 02/03/22

4 - 6 pm
6 - 8 pm
10am - 1pm

www.cne-siar.gov.uk/libraries / library.enquiries@cne-siar.gov.uk

At dusk on a November evening in 2020 a woman slips out of her
garden gate and turns up the hill. Kate is in the middle of a two-week
quarantine period, but she just can’t take it any more – the closeness of
the air in her small house, the confinement. And anyway, the moor will
be deserted at this time. Nobody need ever know.
But Kate’s neighbour Alice sees her leaving and Matt, Kate’s son,
soon realizes she’s missing. And Kate, who planned only a quick
solitary walk – a breath of open air – falls and badly injures herself.
What began as a furtive walk has turned into a mountain rescue
operation . . .
Unbearably suspenseful, witty and wise, The Fell asks probing
questions about the place the world has become since March 2020,
and the place it was before. This novel is a story about compassion
and kindness and what we must do to survive, and it will move you
to tears.

Operation Trojan Horse
by Stephen Davis
On 1 August 1990, British Airways Flight 149 departed from
Heathrow airport, destined for Kuala Lumpur. It never made it there,
and neither did its nearly 400 passengers. Instead, Flight 149 stopped
to refuel in Kuwait, as Iraqi troops amassed on the border - delivering
the passengers and crew into the hands of Saddam Hussein and the
Iraqi army, to be used as ‘human shields’ during their invasion.
Why did BA flight 149 proceed with plans to refuel in Kuwait City,
even as all other flights were rerouted - and even though British and
American governments had clear intelligence that Saddam was about
to invade? The answer lies in an exchange of favours at the highest
echelons of government, and a secret, unaccountable organization
- authorised by Margaret Thatcher - carrying out a ‘deniable’
intelligence operation to sneak in a group of intelligence offers into
Kuwait aboard the flight. The plane was the ‘Trojan Horse’, and the
plan - as well as the horrific, traumatic consequences for the civilian
passengers - has been lied about, denied and covered up by successive British Governments ever since.
Soon to be a major TV drama, this explosive book is written with the full cooperation of the survivors,
as well as astonishing and conclusive input from a senior intelligence source. It is a story of scandal,
betrayal and misuse of intelligence at the highest levels of UK and US governments - which has had
direct, horrifying impact on terror attacks in the West and the shape of the Middle East today. It is high
time the truth is told.

Don’t forget to look at our eBooks and eAudio titles as well – new titles are added every month

Search the library catalogue online – www.cne-siar.gov.uk/library
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Business Gateway Outer Hebrides is delivered locally through Comhairle nan

developing
across
theWeislands.
To further
discuss
Eilean Siar’sbusiness
Economicenterprises
Development
service.
offer a range
of support
and
advice
to
individuals
setting
up
or
developing
business
enterprises
across
the
your ideas and requirements and to nd out your eligibility for additional
islands. To discuss your ideas and requirements further and to find out your
assistance
please
callassistance,
our local please
ofce call
andour
welocal
will offi
becepleased
to822775
direct
eligibility for
financial
on 01851
andtowe
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Donnie Maclean, Alex Mackay, Steve Mackay, West Coast Creels

CORONAVIRUS SUPPORT

B

usiness Gateway is here to help you and your business as the economy moves to recover
from the impacts of COVID-19. Our advisers are working remotely and continue to be able
to offer support and guidance. The Business Gateway website is regularly updated with a wide
range of relevant advice and information on things like business contingency, digital platforms,
trading online, working from home, HR and more. All this useful content can be found at www.
bgateway.com, where you will also find helpful webinars and the latest updates on financial
support for businesses.

To find out how Business Gateway can support your business, please contact us on businessgateway@
cne-siar.gov.uk or 01851 822775.
Please follow us on Facebook to be kept informed of our latest updates: www.facebook.com/
BusinessGatewayOuterHebrides/

REGIONAL FOOD GROUPS CONFERENCE

F

ood group members, boards, managers and stakeholders across the Highlands and
Islands are being invited to join the first online Regional Food Groups Conference on 9
February 2022.
This unique event will bring together regional groups to share experience, best practice and
inspire people to make connections and seize new opportunities. Topics will include food and
drink tourism, funding and attracting & retaining staff.
To find out more, visit https://www.hie.co.uk/our-region/our-growth-sectors/food-and-drink/
regional-food-groups-conference/.

SECTOR SUPPORT PROGRAMMES FOR
CREATIVE BUSINESSES

D

edicated one-to-one sector support is available to businesses and individuals based in
the Highlands and Islands working in screen and broadcast, craft, fashion and textiles,
writing and publishing, digital and technology, music and heritage. The support is free and
tailored to the specific requirements of the business.
To find out more, visit www.xponorth.co.uk/sector-support-programmes.

SCOTLAND LOVES LOCAL

T

he Scotland Loves Local campaign is a national initiative designed to encourage all those
who live in Scotland to think local first and support their high streets as they move
towards recovery from the effects of the COVID outbreak.
Small businesses are the lifeblood of the Scottish economy and they take risks every day to create
jobs and prosperity to maintain our way of life. Now is the time to support them to get back on
their feet.
To buy a gift card that can be used in local participating businesses, or to sign your business up
to the scheme, visit https://lovelocal.scot/giftcard/.

Business Gateway reels
in success for fishing
supplies business
B

usiness Gateway has helped an Isle of Lewis fishing supplies business grow its
operations with funding and new premises secured on the outskirts of Stornoway.

West Coast Creels is a family-owned business established in 2018 that produces high
quality crab, lobster and, most recently, prawn creels for the local fishing sector. It also
offers a repair and overhaul service for both static and mobile fishing gear.
The business recently successfully secured new premises after applying to Business
Gateway for the lease of a vacant Comhairle-owned unit in Mossend Industrial Estate.
This will help the business to grow, as it previously operated from owner Steven Mackay’s
home. The business now benefits from a more central location, which has resulted in greater
control over production and the delivery of supplies.
Steven has also recently expanded his product range, adding prawn creels for purchase to
his offering. This has allowed the business to access a new market that previously relied on
Chinese imported products. Through Business Gateway, Stephen accessed a grant of £2,000
from the COVID-19 Economic Recovery Grant Scheme to allow him to purchase materials
and equipment required to assemble prototypes of the prawn creels ahead of full production.
Steven Mackay, owner, said, “West Coast Creels is at an exciting stage of its journey, and
Business Gateway has been an instrumental partner during this process of growth, giving us
valuable 1:1 advice as we set about taking on larger premises.
“Business Gateway was vital to our successful application to lease a Comhairle property,
which will be a key asset for us as we move forward and develop in the future.”
Norman MacLean, Business Gateway, said, “We specialise in providing a free, bespoke
service for all our clients, ensuring their package of support is catered to their needs.
“In this case, we worked with Steven to identify what would help him secure his growth
ambitions for his business, and then provided advice and assistance as he applied for funding.
With the new premises secured, alongside an expanded product range, I have no doubt West
Coast Creels will go from strength to strength over the coming weeks and months.”
To learn how Business Gateway can support your business, visit www.bgateway.com. To
find out more about the Scotland Loves Local campaign, visit www.lovelocal.scot/giftcard.

Find us on Facebook – search for Business Gateway Outer Hebrides
Online Local Business Directory – go to: www.businesshebrides.co.uk
Brexit support – www.prepareforbrexit.scot
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Marketing - What is It?
Tuesday 8 February, 10.30am to 12.00pm
Learn about the basics of marketing and its
importance to your business..
Create Amazing Graphics in Canva - Beginner
Wednesday 9 February, 10.30am to 12.00pm
5IJTQSBDUJDBMTFTTJPOXJMMIFMQZPVHBJODPOţEFODF
and experience in using Canva as a marketing tool.
Marketing - Key Promotional Methods
Tueday 15 February, 10.30am to 12.00pm
Find out about the various methods of marketing
available to your business.
Create Amazing Graphics in Canva - Intermediate
Wednesday 16 February, 10.30am to 12.00pm
Learn how to use Canva to showcase your brand
and enhance your message.
4FWFO4UFQTUP1SPţUBCJMJUZJO:PVS#VTJOFTT
Tuesday 22 February, 10.30am to 12.00pm
Find out how to make sure your business is making
BTNVDIQSPţUBTQPTTJCMF
'BDFCPPL"ET%FNZTUJţFE
Wednesday 23 February, 10.30am to 12.00pm
Find out how Facebook ads work and how they can
CFOFţUZPVSCVTJOFTT

'PSGVSUIFSJOGPSNBUJPOPSUPCPPL WJTJU
XXXCHBUFXBZDPNPVUFSIFCSJEFT
PSDBMM
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All Down The Years

INSIDE: another flavour of 20 years ago…looking back to Highland Games in Lewis and South Uist

When the
old was
renewed…
T

his is Gearrannan Blackhouse village pictured on
May 8, 2001. On 5 June, the project was complete
and the restored village was opened by Princess Anne.
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Red Arrow memories of the Lewis
Highland Games, July 21, 2001

Special guest was Ben Fogle, newly
famous from his experiences on Taransay
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South Uist Highland Gathering,
July 19, 2000

